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1Governor’s Workforce Development Council

Dear Governor Dayton and Members of the Minnesota Legislature,

A talented workforce is essential to job creation. While many employers have open positions, 
a majority have diffi culty fi nding qualifi ed applicants. All of us can agree that Minnesota 
needs a 21st century education and training system to compete in the global economy. To 
realize that goal, we are pleased to present you with the 2012 reissue of All Hands on Deck. 
These fi fteen pragmatic and cost-effective recommendations are our state’s roadmap for 
workforce development. As you will see, each of these ideas works to strengthen Minnesota’s 
most important resource — its people.  

Forged through consensus during a year-long process that engaged hundreds of 
stakeholders, these recommendations were originally adopted by the GWDC in August 2010 
under the leadership of Chair Cyndi Lesher.  The ideas in All Hands on Deck are increasingly 
relevant today, which is why the Council’s Executive Committee recently reaffi rmed and 
reissued the report. The recommendations that follow are broadly supported and take into 
account the fi scal challenges facing our state. From expanding Minnesota FastTRAC to 
creating opportunity grants to strengthening career and postsecondary planning in high 
school, these ideas remain a blueprint for action for state agencies, legislators, community-
based organizations, and training providers.  

The recommendations coalesce around the theme of “all hands on deck” because of three 
realities in the new economy:

 » The growing demand for skilled workers requires that we strengthen the skills of all 
Minnesotans, especially those underrepresented in the workforce.

 » Skill shortages and unemployment are challenging problems that require a statewide and 
system-wide response; to succeed we must change the way we do business together.  

 » Engaging a diverse array of stakeholders is the best way for organizations like the GWDC 
to develop inclusive and effective workforce strategies.

The Governor’s Workforce Development Council stands ready to help you implement these 
recommendations for a competitive and prosperous Minnesota.  

Sincerely,

Inez Wildwood, Chair                  Bryan F. Lindsley, Executive Director

Governor’s Workforce Development Council
P o l i c y   S o l u t i o n s   t h a t   W o r k   f o r   M i n n e s o t a  

Inez Wildwood, Chair                  

February 2012



2 All Hands on Deck
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Minnesota faces a growing skills gap.
Just seven years from now, 70 percent of Minnesota jobs will 
require education beyond high school.1  Our growing need for 
a highly-skilled workforce, which is among the greatest in the 
country, has been brought on by an increasingly competitive 
global economy and rapidly evolving technologies.2  Yet today, 
only 40 percent of working-age adults in Minnesota have a 
postsecondary degree, such as associate’s or bachelor’s degree.3
This growing skills gap has enormous implications for Minnesota’s 
economic competitiveness and the ability of its citizens to secure 
a middle-class lifestyle.

Shifts in demographics exacerbate the problem.
As the highly-educated baby boomer generation reaches 
retirement, employers will begin to see a worker shortage, 
particularly in occupations requiring higher levels of skill.  The 
younger generations that will replace the baby boomers will be 
smaller, more diverse, and generally less educated. For the fi rst 
time since the government started keeping track, the average 
education of American workers is expected to decline.4  

The recession has hastened the move toward higher-skill 
jobs.
While unemployment rates remain high, a longer-term 
consequence of the current recession is a shift toward higher-
skill jobs.  Fully 71 percent of American workers are in jobs for 

which there is low demand or an oversupply of eligible workers.5
Projections show that many of these low-demand, often low-skill 
jobs will not survive the recession and that the recovery will be 
based largely on new jobs that require higher skills.6  

Education and training are the best ways to remain 
competitive.  
Minnesota has long recognized that the key to opportunity and 
shared prosperity rests in the quality of its workforce, and this 
has been a driving force behind our investments in education 
and training.  Recognizing our talents, many businesses have set 
up shop here, creating new jobs and making our state home to 
more Fortune 500 companies per capita than any other.  In turn, 
job opportunities in Minnesota have made it a great place to live, 
work, and raise a family.

Introduction

70%

2002 2016 201820142010 20122004 2006 2008

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT 
40% of Minnesota adults age 18-64 

hold a postsecondary degree. EDUCATION LEVELS EXPECTED TO FALL 
Across the nation, average education 

levels are projected to decline.

GROWING DEMAND FOR SKILLS
By 2018, 70 percent of Minnesota jobs will 

require some education beyond high school.

Sources: American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau; Help Wanted, Georgetown University Center on Education and the Workforce; National Center for Higher Education Management 
Systems. Trendlines beyond 2008 are based on single-point-in-time estimates. 
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Education and training are key to our state’s overall 
prosperity

Economic growth and innovation.  Educational advances 
account for ten to 25 percent of economic growth, 
and regions with higher levels of education have more 
productivity growth and higher incomes.7  

Higher wages.  Individuals with an associate’s degree earn 
29 percent more than those with only a high school degree, 
and those with a bachelor’s degree earn 62 percent more.8  
Studies have also shown that adult students who earn two 
semesters of postsecondary credit and a credential have a 
signifi cant earnings advantage over those who earn fewer 
than ten credits.9

Benefi ts for children.  Children whose parents have higher 
levels of educational attainment are more likely to be 
better prepared for school, healthier, and more engaged 
in extracurricular activities.  Parental education affects 
children’s future income more than any other factor, helping 
break the cycle of poverty.10

Return on investment.  Many studies have shown that the 
public costs of workforce education and training programs 
are far outweighed by the monetary benefi ts from increased 
tax receipts, increased productivity, and reduced reliance on 
public assistance.11

To close the skills gap, we need all hands on deck.
In spite of our strengths, new challenges require a renewed focus 
on cultivating our most precious resource — our people.

The state’s leaders must set a bold vision to bring all hands 
on deck — a commitment from students, workers, legislators, 
educators, and businesses — to meet the call of tomorrow’s 
economy.  The many organizations and systems concerned 
with education and workforce development must re-think and 
redouble their efforts.  And since no one system can do it all, 
these systems must collaborate in innovative, meaningful ways. 

With all hands on deck, we can build the skills of every individual.  
The following recommendations aim to do this by: 

 » Strengthening the skills of our current workforce (see page 6)

 » Creating work and lifetime learning options for Minnesota’s 
aging workers (see page 16)

 » Expanding work opportunities for Minnesotans with 
disabilities (see page 22)

 » Ensuring all high school graduates are ready for career and 
postsecondary success (see page 28)

Introduction � e state’s leaders must set a bold vision 
to bring all hands on deck.
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Strengthening the Skills of Our 
Current Workforce

Minnesota cannot address its skilled worker shortage 
without focusing on the current labor force.
By 2018, seventy percent of Minnesota’s jobs will require some 
sort of postsecondary education or training.12  Because two-
thirds of the state’s 2035 labor force is already of working age, it 
is impossible to reach this demand for skills by focusing only on 
new entrants to the workforce.13  Accordingly, Minnesota must 
focus on helping more adults pursue additional education and 
training.  

Minnesota is home to 1.2 million potential working learners — 
individuals that lack postsecondary credentials who are wage-
earners for themselves or their family — which comprises 
60 percent of Minnesota adults ages 18 to 64.14  Serving this 
population — which includes a wide array of individuals from 
English language learners to ex-offenders — requires rethinking 
the way Minnesota delivers education and training programs.

Working learners struggle in traditional postsecondary 
education and training programs.  
From raising a family to working full-time, most working learners 
must balance their school work with other responsibilities.  This 
balancing act can be tricky, making success at school a challenge.  
Among those with a degree goal, it is estimated that one-third of 
“workers who study” leave school in their fi rst year without any 
credentials (compared to only seven percent among “students 
who work”).  And after six years, nearly two-thirds of “workers 
who study” do not have a degree or certifi cate and are no longer 
enrolled.15  

For those working learners who lack basic skills, the uphill climb 
can be even more challenging: of individuals who need to take 
nine or more credit hours in postsecondary remedial courses, 
only about 25 percent complete all of their remedial courses and 
only about four percent complete a degree or certifi cate within 
fi ve years of enrollment.16  

Flexibility, support, and guidance help working learners 
succeed.
In a national study of adult learners who left school without 
completing a degree, roughly eight in ten said that each of the 
following would have helped them stay in school: more fi nancial 
aid for part-time students, help with childcare, more evening 
and weekend classes, and more programs focused on hands-on 
learning.17  Other studies suggest that intensive career coaching 
helps working learners complete postsecondary credentials.18

Education and training programs in Minnesota must take these 
needs into account to effectively serve working learners.

WORKING LEARNERS IN MINNESOTA
Among individuals 18 to 64 years old, six in ten lack a postsecondary degree.

251,210
Have no high school diploma. 

892,744
Have a high school diploma but have 
not entered college. 

832,371
Have completed some college but no 
degree.

1,304,740
Have a postsecondary degree.

60%

Source: American Community Survey 2008, U.S. Census Bureau
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Individuals 
currently in 

Minnesota’s  
labor force...

MINNESOTA’S LABOR FORCE: 2010 to 2030
Two decades from now, Minnesota’s labor force will be made up of largely the 
same individuals as now.  Nearly three-quarters of Minnesota’s workers in 2030 are 
currently in the labor force.

2030

3,092,330

2,843,080

2,405,400

910,210

435,240
New 
entrants to 
Minnesota’s 
labor force

...will make 
up 73% of 
Minnesota’s 
total labor 
force in 
2030

Source: Labor Market Information Office, Minnesota Department of Employment and Economic 
Development
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Earning two semesters of 
postsecondary credit and a 

credential leads to a signi� cant 
earnings advantage for adult 

learners.
Career pathway models meet the needs of working learners, 
helping them attain credentials that lead to well-paying 
jobs in high-demand fi elds.  
A relatively new strategy, known as a career pathway, has 
garnered national attention for helping working learners reach a 
meaningful educational outcome: two semesters of credit and a 
postsecondary credential.  Studies have shown that reaching this 
threshold leads to a signifi cant earnings advantage over those 
who earn fewer than ten quarter credits: an average of $8,500 
in increased annual income for those who started in adult basic 
education, $2,700 for those who started with a GED, and $1,700 
for those who started school with a high school diploma.19

A career pathway is a series of connected educational and 
training programs that allow students to advance over time to 
successively higher levels of education and employment in a 
given sector.  Each step along the way is designed to prepare the 
student for the next level of education and employment.  Career 
pathways target jobs in industries that are important to local 
and regional economies, thereby ensuring the student good job 
prospects and serving as an effective supply chain for employers 
seeking skilled labor.  They involve collaborations among local 
educators, workforce development professionals, employers, 

and community-based organizations to design and implement 
programs and provide support services that address the needs of 
working learners.20  The Minnesota FastTRAC (Training, Resources, 
and Credentialing) Initiative is an example of a career pathway 
model at work in Minnesota (see page 8).

Sustained coordination is required to increase the skill level 
of working learners.  
No single agency or organization has the resources and know-
how to construct effective career pathways.  Content and 
instruction must be aligned among Adult Basic Education and 
higher education institutions.  Education and training providers 
need to work with employers and labor market analysts to 
identify high-demand careers and the skills they require, and 
with community-based organizations to provide crucial support 
services.  The data systems that the various systems use need 
to talk to one another to better track students between systems 
and to permit the types of analyses that help improve programs.  
Lastly, highly compartmentalized federal funding streams must 
be aligned in innovative ways to coordinate and sustain these 
efforts.  

Working together, we can commit to building the skills of every 
adult. The following policies aim to do this by: 

 » Expanding the Minnesota FastTRAC Initiative (see page 8) 

 » Setting goals and developing plans for increasing adult 
credential attainment (see page 10) 

 » Integrating state data systems to better understand and 
serve working learners (see page 12) 

 » Reducing cost barriers to credential attainment (see page 14)

FASTTRAC: A CAREER PATHWAY FOR MINNESOTA
FastTRAC (Training, Resources, Credentialing) helps educationally underprepared adults 
achieve success in high-demand careers that pay family sustaining wages by 
integrating basic skills and career and technical education along a pathway 
from pre-literacy to a postsecondary credential.

 

BRIDGE PREP
Intentional focus on 
work by embedding 
work skills into 
beginning adult 
basic education.

BRIDGE I
Low intermediate reading, 
writing, speaking, and 
math skills taught in the 
context of a variety of 
occupational sectors.

BRIDGE II
High intermediate basic 
skills and focused 
preparation for targeted 
postsecondary 
occupational courses in 
the context of a specific 
occupational sector.

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT FOR ADULT LEARNERS
All along the pathway, support services, 
career advising, work experiences, and 
skill assessments are provided by 
workforce development 
professionals, employers, 
community-based 
organizations, and 
human services 
providers.

POSTSECONDARY 
CREDENTIAL

Studies suggest that 
students in programs like 

FastTRAC are 29 to 35 percent 
more likely to earn a college 
credential than students in 

more traditional 
programs. 

INTEGRATED 
ADULT BASIC
EDUCATION
Integrated courses 
developed and taught 
by Career and 
Technical Education 
program faculty and 
Adult Basic Education 
instructors.
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each building off the one before and each culminating in a 
“stackable” credential.  Courses can be offered on evenings 
and weekends and can incorporate on-line learning.  This 
allows working learners to move through training programs 
at their own pace, while reaping on-the-job benefi ts at each 
step.  Moreover, FastTRAC guides adults from step to step 
through intensive career and academic advising, and offers 
support services like child care and transportation that help 
students succeed.24

 » Using data to measure performance and improve 
programming.  By linking data from K-12, higher education, 
ABE, and the workforce development system, managers and 
providers are able to identify gaps in student achievement, 
evaluate programs, and determine ways to strengthen 
services.   

Programs like FastTRAC have been successful in other 
states, spurring a national movement.
Models similar to FastTRAC are underway in at least seven states, 
and such models have been endorsed by a number of national 
organizations, including the National Governors Association, the 
Joyce and Lumina Foundations, the National Fund for Workforce 
Solutions, and the U.S. Departments of Labor and Education.25  

Washington state’s program, I-BEST, is perhaps the best known 
and most studied of these models.26  Evaluations of the I-BEST 
model have documented its effectiveness.  I-BEST students earn 
an average of 14 to 18 more college credits than non-I-BEST 
students, and they are 29 to 35 percent more likely to earn a 
postsecondary credential.27  I-BEST students also make higher 
average gains on basic skills tests and have been 15 times more 
likely to complete workforce training.28  

Recommendation 1: Expanding the Minnesota 
FastTRAC Initiative 
An innovative career pathways strategy called FastTRAC can 
help Minnesota’s low wage workers successfully upgrade 
their skills and attain postsecondary credentials. 
Minnesota FastTRAC (Training, Resources, and Credentialing) 
helps educationally underprepared adults achieve success in 
well-paying careers by integrating basic skills and career-specifi c 
training in formats that are convenient and manageable for 
working adults.  A collaboration between the Minnesota State 
Colleges and Universities (MnSCU), Adult Basic Education (ABE), 
the Department of Employment and Economic Development 
(DEED) and local workforce development partners, human 
services, and community-based organizations, FastTRAC is 
beginning to change the way Minnesota approaches talent 
development for adults.  The FastTRAC approach is grounded in 
principles that have proven effective in improving educational 
outcomes:

 » Blending career training and basic skills education to 
get the most out of each.  Many adults need help with 
basic academic skills, general workplace competencies, and 
training for a specifi c career.  Traditionally, these services 
are offered separately with a number of limitations: doing 
them separately takes longer and is more costly, basic 
skills courses often lack the workplace relevance needed 
to keep students engaged, and career training often 
assumes a level of academic readiness that many students 
do not have.  FastTRAC programming combines all three 
aspects of skill development by putting ABE/English as a 
Second Language (ESL) and career and technical instructors 
together in the same classroom.  And in contrast to similar 
strategies in other states, FastTRAC aims to serve adults 
regardless of their skill level, all the way from pre-literacy to 
a postsecondary credential.  

 » Ensuring students get what really matters: new skills and 
a credential.  The explicit goal of the FastTRAC approach 
is to ensure students receive a credential, not just credits.  
Research shows that one year of postsecondary credit 
and the completion of a credential leads to signifi cantly 
increased wages: $8,500 more annually for students starting 
in ABE and $1,700 or $2,700 more for students starting 
with a high school diploma or GED, respectively.21  This is an 
important threshold: evidence shows that students who earn 
less than a year’s worth of credits and no credential tend to 
receive negligible economic benefi ts.22

 » Targeting occupations that are in high demand locally 
and offer family-sustaining wages.23  By being attuned 
to the needs of the local economy, FastTRAC acts as an 
effective supply chain for local businesses seeking skilled 
labor.  This helps FastTRAC students fi nd jobs that pay well 
and offer room for advancement. 

 » Offering programs that are tailored to the needs of 
working learners.  To a student with signifi cant work and 
family responsibilities, a one-, two-, or four-year program 
may seem daunting, particularly if classes are offered during 
typical work hours.  FastTRAC breaks up the long voyage 
from basic skills to a degree into a series of smaller steps, 

WASHINGTON I-BEST: INCREASING ADULT LEARNER SUCCESS
The percentage of students earning college credits is significantly greater within 
I-BEST, a career pathway program similar to FastTRAC. 

Source: Washington State Board for Community and Technical Colleges
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“I had attempted to pursue college before,” says Antoinette McCarthy, a 
young and vivacious mother of three, “but I wasn’t as successful as I had 
hoped. I had been diagnosed with a learning disability.”   Antoinette had 
struggled to fi nd a career in today’s competitive job market. For many 
years, she was unsure about the career she wanted to pursue — she 
knew that she wanted to be in the medical fi eld, she just wasn’t sure 
where.

Now, Antoinette is poised for success.  She just completed a FastTRAC 
program at Inver Hills Community College, receiving her certifi cate as 
a nursing assistant (CNA) after just one month of intensive, hands-
on study.  Individuals with a CNA certifi cate earn, on average, nearly 
double what someone would at a minimum-wage job in the medical 
fi eld in Minnesota. 

Antoinette chose the program at Inver Hills initially because it offered 
her the chance to get a certifi cate quickly, it prepped students for the 
state certifi cation exam, and it was free. Once she was enrolled, she saw 
even more benefi ts to the program. 

“I felt like it was designed for me,” Antoinette explained. 

In the program, Antoinette attended a month of full-day sessions. 
The fi rst half of the day focused on the academic work that prepared 
her for the state exam, including practice tests, lectures, workbook 
exercises and academic tutoring. This portion was taught in partnership 
with academic instructors and registered nurses that had fi rst-hand 
knowledge of the fi eld. 

The second part of the day was hands-on work in Inver Hills’ state-
of-the-art nursing lab, handling real medical equipment and modeling 
situations that nurses deal with every day.  

“This program changed my life,” she said with a huge grin. “I actually 
got the experience I need in the workforce.”

Antoinette completed the CNA program with fl ying colors, which gave 
her the drive to continue her schooling. This fall, Antoinette plans to 
enroll in the registered nursing program at Inver Hills. 

“Even with a learning disability, there’s nothing you can’t accomplish 
if you’re determined to make the change in your life,” she said as she 
looked around her old classroom. “I’m the biggest example of that. 
There was a point in my life I didn’t know what direction to go and 
there weren’t many resources for me. Now I have everything I need to 
be successful.”

FastTRAC aims to serve adults 
regardless of their skill level, 

all the way from pre-literacy to 
a postsecondary credential.

FastTRAC is improving the way workforce development 
partners do business in fundamental ways.
Since no one organization or system can meet the needs of 
working learners on its own, the FastTRAC approach involves 
signifi cant collaboration.  Since its inception, FastTRAC has 
led to a signifi cant change in the culture of the organizations 
involved, most notably among ABE and at MnSCU.  Program 
providers have started to change the way they deliver 
services, focusing more on long-term outcomes.  The larger 
systems involved have begun to create a shared vision for 
success, learning how to align their limited resources rather 
than compete for them.  Plainly put, FastTRAC is helping 
systems to focus less on helping themselves and more on 
helping the working learners they serve.

The FastTRAC strategy is underway in many Minnesota 
communities, and with additional funding could expand 
statewide.
In 2007, the Joyce Foundation’s Shifting Gears initiative 
and the Bremer Foundation awarded planning grants to 
Minnesota because the state lacked a collaborative strategy 
for training working learners but had the dedication to 
develop one.  After laying the groundwork for the FastTRAC 
strategy, the Joyce Foundation awarded Minnesota with 
additional grants to develop seven pilot projects to test the 
new strategy.  Based on the successes and lessons learned 
from these pilots, the Joyce Foundation provided additional 
funding to implement further programming and to begin 
aligning the workforce development, ABE, higher education, 
and human services systems, including traditionally siloed 
funding streams like federal Workforce Investment Act (WIA) 
Title I and Title II dollars.  This has led to 12 program design 
and implementation projects and ten programs offering the 
integrated and bridge portions of the FastTRAC model.  

The support of the Joyce and Bremer Foundations, along 
with funding, staff, and support from state and local partners, 
has been integral to building a foundation for FastTRAC 
across the state.  However, sustaining and expanding 
local collaborations and further aligning state policies and 
resources will require more reliable funding and support.  

On track 
to success

Recommendation 1
Within three years, the Department of Employment and Economic Development (DEED), the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities 
system (MnSCU), and Minnesota Department of Education (MDE) - Adult Basic Education (ABE) should collaborate with workforce 
development and community-based organizations and other service providers to provide one or more Minnesota FastTRAC (Training, 
Resources, and Credentialing) career and technical education programs at each of the 25 Minnesota State Colleges.  These programs 
should be required to offer a stackable credential or an industry-recognized credential to successful participants.

To support ongoing coordination and the sustainability of the FastTRAC Initiative, funding sources should be identifi ed and formalized.  
State funds, along with focused professional development, should be used to incent coordination and to leverage and align the 
fi nancial resources of local partners.
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Spotlight: Antoinette McCarthy and FastTRAC
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Recommendation 2: Setting goals and developing plans 
for increasing adult credential attainment 
Minnesota’s workforce development partners should make 
an explicit commitment to increasing credential attainment 
among working learners.  
Given the enormous challenge of boosting educational 
attainment among working adults, Minnesota’s workforce and 
education partners — including the Minnesota State Colleges and 
Universities (MnSCU), Adult Basic Education (ABE), the Minnesota 
Department of Employment and Economic Development (DEED), 
and their local partners — must build a shared vision for 
increasing skills and credential attainment among adults.

These partners should set a goal, devise a plan to reach it, and 
measure progress over time.   This will ensure that the relevant 
systems align their core missions and services with one another 
toward the outcome of increased adult credential attainment, 
which has a well-documented positive impact for educationally 
underprepared adults.

Setting measurable goals and developing a plan will not only 
ensure that MnSCU and its partners make broad system changes; 
it will also incent the replication of strategies like FastTRAC that 
successfully help educationally underprepared adults through to 
completion.

MnSCU and ABE have already taken steps to support adult 
learners. 
MnSCU’s strategic plan for 2010-2014 details the system’s 
commitment to increasing access, opportunity, and success 
among a diverse array of students, including adult learners. The 

strategic plan also includes using data on student outcomes to 
drive accountability and continuous improvement. 

In 2008, MnSCU created the Board of Trustees Accountability 
Dashboard to track performance of the system and its 32 colleges 
and universities.  The dashboard, which is available online, 
incorporates ten indicators including student persistence and 
completion, employment outcomes for graduates, and tuition 
costs.  For the past six years, MnSCU has also engaged in an 
Access, Opportunity and Success initiative, which has supported 
the development of local programs that recruit and retain 
underrepresented students.  More recently, MnSCU was awarded 
a grant by the Lumina Foundation to create a program to increase 
re-enrollment, degree progress and degree completion among 
adult students who previously enrolled in MnSCU institutions but 
did not earn a degree.  Lastly, MnSCU’s policy on credit for prior 
learning provides an avenue for working learners to earn college 
credit for past work and non-credit learning experiences.

The ABE system has formally expanded its core mission to 
include transition to postsecondary goals for adult learners. In 
addition, the system has established a multi-year transition to 
postsecondary priority which includes a re-direction of existing 
resources to focus on transition strategies, including Minnesota 
FastTRAC. 

Taken together, these initiatives provide a strong foundation on 
which MnSCU and its partners can build further efforts to help 
adult learners achieve postsecondary credentials.

CA NMNC TXAZHI LAMSNVFL GAWY ARKSDC CO IDNE MI OKIL MOUT VA DE TN WVKYWA AL INCT RIOR MTMD NJMA AK PA OH SCIA ME WINY ND SDVTMN NH

MINNESOTA’S DEMAND FOR POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
Seventy percent of Minnesota jobs in 2018 will require a postsecondary education.  Minnesota’s demand for 
education is significantly higher than the national average of 63 percent, and second only to the District of Columbia.

Source: Help Wanted, Georgetown University Center for Education and the Workforce
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Minnesota’s workforce and education partners must build a shared vision for 
increasing skills and postsecondary credential attainment among adults.

 » Measuring Outcomes.  A handful of states have started to 
measure student progress through momentum points — 
milestones that are signifi cant to student success because 
they build momentum toward completion of a degree.29  
Through its Complete to Compete initiative, the National 
Governors Association has defi ned a set of metrics that it 
believes all states should measure and report publicly.30  This 
includes outcome measures (such as degrees and certifi cates 
awarded and graduation rates) and progress measures 
(such as success beyond remedial education, and success 
in credit accumulation).  The development of momentum 
points should depend on the nature of the institution and 
the students it serves.  For instance, the FastTRAC team has 
identifi ed a set of leading indicators of success for low-skill 
adults. 

Importantly, these metrics measure not only how many 
students make it to degree or certifi cate completion, 
but also how students advance on their journey to that 
point.  This helps higher education systems understand 
where students are getting stuck and develop strategies 
for relieving those barriers.  Moreover, putting weight on 
progress ensures that colleges focus not only on those 
students who are most likely to graduate, but also those 
students who may need more support along the way.  

Recommendation 2
Minnesota State Colleges and Universities (MnSCU), in partnership with the Department of Employment and Economic Development 
(DEED) and Minnesota’s Adult Basic Education (ABE) system, should set a broad strategic goal for increasing the number of low-skill 
adults that earn credentials leading to high-demand occupations that provide family-sustaining wages, and should develop a plan to 
reach that goal.  The plan should be submitted to those committees in the Minnesota Legislature that oversee MnSCU and its partners.  
The plan should address how MnSCU set its goal and how the plan will be implemented to meet that goal.  Further, the Legislature 
should require that MnSCU and its partners report on their progress toward the goal on a yearly basis. 

In addition:

 » The plan should involve expanding collaborations with ABE, workforce development partners, and human services providers to 
develop and expand access to academic programs, including career, technical, and general education programs, and student 
support services that support the success of low-skill adult learners. 

 » The plan could include setting goals for helping students meet momentum points for student success that fall along a continuum, 
from basic academic skills through postsecondary credential attainment.  These “momentum points” should be evidence-based 
and linked to student labor market success.  These momentum points should include, but not be limited to, the completion of 
stackable credentials, including certifi cates, diplomas, and degrees.

 » These momentum points could be integrated into the accountability dashboard framework currently used by MnSCU so that 
colleges are able to track their progress in helping students meet momentum points along the continuum from enrollment to 
completion of credentials.  

 » Funding Outcomes. While student outcomes are the most 
important thing that colleges produce, most states base 
their funding of public higher education on enrollments.  
This can create little incentive for these systems to ensure 
that students earn credentials.  Around the country, 
however, states are reconsidering these policies to better 
incentivize positive student outcomes and increase 
educational effi ciency.  

At least ten states have reconfi gured higher education 
spending so that a relatively small portion of funding 
(often close to fi ve percent) is apportioned based on key 
performance outcomes like degree completion.31  Notably, 
Washington state has linked performance funding and 
momentum points, creating a performance funding system 
that accounts for both student outcomes and progress.  
Washington’s system, part of its Student Achievement 
Initiative, has been designed so colleges compete with their 
own performance over time, and it ensures that year-to-year 
funding is stable.32  The results are encouraging: from the 
2006-2007 baseline to 2008-2009, the average number of 
momentum points per student increased by 12 percent.33

Other states can provide useful best practices for MnSCU and its partners.
A number of states have started to measure working learner progress and outcomes, set goals, and develop ways to link institutional 
behavior to those goals.  In particular, momentum points and performance funding merit additional consideration in Minnesota.
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Recommendation 3: Integrating state data systems to 
better understand and serve working learners 
Data is a powerful tool for better serving working learners.
Increasingly, states are using data to inform decision-making, 
better understand customers, and improve the services 
they deliver.  Minnesota agencies concerned with workforce 
development — including the Department of Employment and 
Economic Development (DEED), the Minnesota State Colleges and 
Universities (MnSCU), Adult Basic Education (ABE), the Minnesota 
Department of Education (MDE), the Offi ce of Higher Education 
(OHE), and the Department of Human Services (DHS) — are 
increasingly partnering to meet the needs of adult learners.  As 
these collaborations have grown, a data framework that can track 
customer outcomes and program performance across systems is 
increasingly needed.  

Minnesota’s existing information systems are inadequate 
for fully understanding working learner success.
While individual programs and agencies are able to track the 
immediate outcomes of their participants, their data systems do 
not talk to one another in a comprehensive fashion.  Because 
most participants use multiple systems and often transition 
between them, the insights these separate information systems 
yield are inadequate.  A fuller picture would allow policy makers 
to understand participant success (or failure) from any entry 
point (e.g. ABE, the K-12 system, various workforce development 
programs) all the way through to eventual labor market outcomes.
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family-sustaining 

wage

Employment below 
a family-sustaining 

wage
 

OR
 

No employment

OUTCOMES

PROGRAM PARTICIPATION
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INTEGRATED DATA: MAKING BETTER DECISIONS
After observing a significant number of common participants in multiple data systems, patterns emerge that help policy makers 
and service providers determine the most effective pathways for adult learners.  This allows them to target services that lead to 
better outcomes for customers.
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COMPARTMENTALIZED DATA: A BARRIER TO SERVING ADULT LEARNERS
Due in part to data sharing restrictions, trainers and policy makers are unable to determine the many education and training 
pathways individuals take.  This makes it difficult to determine which strategies are most effective for adult learners.

INTEGRATING DATA ON ADULT LEARNERS: CREATING A CLEARER PICTURE
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An integrated data system would enable better-informed 
decisions.
A comprehensive system would answer a number of important 
questions: Which programs and educational pathways are most 
effective at achieving the desired labor market outcomes?  Which 
transition points are most problematic for students, and how can 
we better align programming to smooth these transitions?  Why 
do some working learners succeed while others fl ounder?

More generally, linking the state’s data systems will help to create 
a culture of evidence among program managers and policy 
makers, allowing them to make better-informed decisions and 
more strategic investments.  In addition, allowing various data 
systems to talk to one another will improve overall informational 
effi ciencies, eliminate duplicative efforts, and lower long-term 
costs.

Lastly, an integrated data system would produce focused 
research that could further our understanding of the state’s 
workforce challenges and build a case for effective solutions.  For 
instance, in Washington state, research led to the identifi cation 
of a “tipping point” — a distinct educational outcome for low-
skill adults that translated into signifi cant wage gains — that has 
helped to fundamentally improve the state’s capacity to serve 
this population.34 

Linking the state’s data systems will help managers and policy makers 
make better-informed decisions and investments.

Recommendation 3
The State of Minnesota should use data systems currently in place or under development, such as the State Longitudinal Education 
Data System (SLEDS), the FastTRAC data management plan, and Action Analytics, to enrich policy makers’ and program managers’ 
understanding of the educational pathways working learners use to move through and across these systems, why some go on to 
succeed in the labor market and others do not, and how we can better serve all customers.

Staff from the Department of Employment and Economic Development (DEED) and FastTRAC should convene the representatives from 
the relevant data systems and initiatives, including those listed above, to establish shared goals pertaining to understanding working 
learners.  These partners should meet on an ongoing basis to ensure integration between systems.

A number of efforts are underway to create a more robust 
data framework in Minnesota.
These efforts should work together to better understand and 
serve working learners:  

 » The State Longitudinal Education Data System (SLEDS) is 
being developed through a grant from the U.S. Department 
of Education.  Through this grant, Minnesota will develop 
a statewide longitudinal data system that allows student 
data to be linked from pre-kindergarten to postsecondary 
education and on into the workforce.  This will allow the 
state to identify predictors of long-term student success and 
drive policy decisions about particular programs and the 
overall system.  

 » The FastTRAC Data Management Plan seeks to pilot 
components of the SLEDS to assess and improve FastTRAC 
programming, tracking ABE students through MnSCU and 
into the workforce. 

 » Action Analytics is a set of capacities being developed by 
MnSCU to monitor and improve performance at the system 
and institution level. Notably, MnSCU is working to develop 
predictive models that would permit targeted interventions 
to improve student success. 

 » The Workforce Data Quality Initiative refers to a grant 
Minnesota recently received from the U.S. Department of 
Labor’s Workforce Data Quality Initiative.  This grant will help 
DEED to streamline its many data capacities and augment 
the SLEDS by helping DEED to link information on wages to 
postsecondary student information from OHE, MnSCU, and 
ABE. 
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Recommendation 4: Reducing cost barriers to 
credential attainment 
The cost of postsecondary education is a signifi cant barrier 
for low-income, low-skill adults.  
The total annual cost of tuition and fees at public two-year 
colleges in Minnesota is twice the national average, and net costs 
(after accounting for fi nancial aid) are three times higher than the 
national average.35  Historically, two-year public college tuition 
rates have increased by about 4.7 percent per year.36  At this rate, 
the cost increases faster than infl ation, doubling roughly every 
15 years.  At the same time, wages for low-skill workers have 
stagnated in the last 30 years, leading to a growing affordability 
problem.  

In a national survey of adults who did not complete their 
postsecondary education, 80 percent of respondents said that 
allowing part-time students to have greater access to fi nancial 
aid would have made college graduation feasible.37

While federal Pell Grants and Minnesota State Grants help many 
students afford a postsecondary education, these programs are 
limited in their ability to help most working learners since they 
target more traditional students and have minimum requirements 
for the number of credits a student takes over a school year. 

Minnesota should take steps to address the affordability 
problem.
To complement other reforms to Minnesota’s education and 
training systems, the state should create targeted incentives that 
will enable working learners to get the education they need in 
high demand fi elds.  Targeting funds to individuals increases 
educational choice and rewards self-determination.
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Spotlight: Washington State’s Opportunity Grant Program

Recommendation 4
The Legislature should target grant and loan forgiveness programs to low-income adults who pursue and complete education and 
training in regionally high-demand career fi elds that provide family-sustaining wages.  This could be accomplished by modifying 
existing grant programs or by creating a new grant program to provide fi nancial support to low-income adults who are training for 
high-wage, high-demand careers.  In either case, resources should incentivize program completion and credential attainment.  In 
addition, these newly-targeted grant or loan forgiveness programs should have specifi c goals around student outcomes, including job 
placement, and should be required to collect data and report on these outcomes.  Such a program could be modeled after Washington 
state’s successful Opportunity Grant program.  

Washington’s Opportunity Grant program helps low-income 
adults train for high-wage, high-demand careers by helping 
to pay for up to 45 quarter credits (equivalent to one year of 
full-time study) over three years.38  The program funds up to a 
year of credits because this threshold is linked with signifi cantly 
increased wages.39   In addition to covering tuition and fees, up 
to $1,000 can be used for books and supplies.  The program 
also links students to tutoring, career advising, college success 
classes, emergency child care, and transportation.  In most 
cases, students are served by a single contact who coordinates 
both fi nancial and overall support services for the entire 
duration of the student’s time in school.

The program started in 2006 as a pilot funded by a $4 million 
appropriation to the state’s community and technical colleges 
system, serving 843 students in 130 high-demand, high-wage 
career fi elds.  In 2007, the Legislature expanded the program 
by $7.5 million, investing a total of $11.5 million per year at all 
community and technical colleges in the state.  This expansion 
has allowed the program to serve several thousand students 
each year.

Opportunity Grants have boosted student retention and 
completion rates in Washington.  In 2007-2008, 81 percent of 
Opportunity Grant students who enrolled in the fall were still 
enrolled in the spring or left having reached the completion 
threshold. This surpassed the overall rates for two comparison 
groups: Pell Grant recipients (73 percent) and low socio-
economic status students (54 percent) who were enrolled in 
the same programs.

Many states have programs similar to Washington’s Opportunity 
Grant program.  These include:

 » Illinois’ Monetary Award Program and Student Success 
Grants

 » Kentucky’s Go Higher Grants and Ready to Work Initiative

 » Vermont’s Part-Time Grant Program

 » West Virginia’s Higher Education Adult Part-Time Student 
(HEAPS) Grant Program
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Minnesota will struggle to replace retiring workers with 
new workers.
In 2011, the older edge of the baby boomer generation will 
hit age 65.40  Making up roughly one-quarter of Minnesota’s 
population (1.4 million individuals), the baby boomers are the 
biggest age cohort in Minnesota.  As a consequence, population 
growth in Minnesota is projected to be greatest among people 
over the age of 65 for the next quarter century, while the number 
of individuals ages 25 to 44 is expected to stay roughly fl at.41  

Since upcoming generations are smaller and net migration to 
Minnesota is projected to stay low, replacing retiring workers 
will be a challenge.42  In the past fi ve years, our economy has 
benefi ted from 30,000 new workers each year.  By 2025, this 
annual infl ow of new workers is expected to decrease to 3,000.43

The Twin Cities metro alone stands to lose over three-quarters 
of a million workers between now and 2029.44  Since economic 
output is tied to size of our labor force, our dwindling supply 
of new workers will likely mean that Minnesota’s economic 
growth will be severely limited.45  It is projected that Minnesota’s 
economy will grow at merely one-tenth of its 2008 rate over the 
next 15 years.46

This trend is likely to hit rural areas hardest, as young adults 
migrate into metro areas.47  Industries with higher proportions of 
older workers are also likely to bear the brunt. 

Minnesota needs to build and retain the skills of aging 
workers to sustain economic growth.
Upcoming generations are not only smaller than the baby 
boomers — they are also less educated on average.  As a result, 
the average education level of U.S. workers is expected to decline 
in coming years — an unprecedented trend in the many years 
these data have been collected.48  Accordingly, it has become 
increasingly vital to Minnesota’s economy to build and retain the 
skills of aging workers so they continue to be a driver of growth 
across the state.

Aging workers have many reasons to remain employed.
Keeping aging workers engaged in work will benefi t Minnesota’s 
economy, but it will also be a benefi t to aging workers themselves.  
The recession has diminished many workers’ retirement savings, 
increasing the likelihood of retirement insecurity.49  Even before 
the recession, nearly one-quarter of baby boomers were projected 
to have insuffi cient retirement savings.50  Continuing to work can 

  Creating Work and Lifetime Learning 
Options for Minnesota’s Aging Workers
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Slowing labor force growth in Minnesota means that economic growth will rely 
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increased productivity.
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  Creating Work and Lifetime Learning 
Options for Minnesota’s Aging Workers

Since population growth cannot be relied on to fuel 
economic growth in coming decades, Minnesota’s prosperity 

must come from the increased productivity of its workers. 

help aging workers rebuild their nest eggs: fi ve additional years 
of work has been shown to increase an individual’s retirement 
income by over 50 percent.51  In addition, staying employed helps 
aging workers better cope with rising healthcare costs.

For many aging workers, working is a way to maintain meaningful 
relationships and retain a sense of purpose.  Studies have shown 
that aging workers often want to keep working, and that doing 
so contributes to higher levels of satisfaction in life.52  Working, 
whether paid or unpaid, leads to increased activity and social 
engagement, generating positive effects on physical and mental 
health.53  

Aging workers face barriers to employment.
Despite the growing need to build and retain the skills of our 
aging workforce, most employers lack specifi c strategies for 
supporting these individuals.  Many aging workers would 
benefi t from more fl exibility in the workplace as they transition 
into partial retirement or take care of aging family members.  
State and federal policies do not provide strong incentives for 
continued work, whether through restrictive pension policies or 
through a lack of programs to help aging workers retrain or re-
engage in the workforce.  In addition, discrimination on the basis 
of age remains pervasive.

The barriers aging workers face are evidenced in the gap between 
work expectations and reality.  While three-quarters of today’s 
workers expect to continue working past retirement, fewer than 
35 percent of retirees actually report working for pay.54

The State of Minnesota should take an active role in addressing 
the barriers aging workers face and ensuring our economy 
benefi ts from this tremendous source of human capital.  The 
following recommendations help do this by:

 » Ensuring that Minnesota’s workforce development system 
has the capacity to handle the state’s looming demographic 
shifts outlined above (page 18)

 » Developing a state plan to extend the work life of aging 
workers (page 19)

 » Establishing Lifelong Learning Accounts to help aging 
workers fi nance continuous learning opportunities (page 20) 

 » Supporting entrepreneurship and small business 
development among aging workers (page 20)
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AGING WORKERS AND MINNESOTA INDUSTRIES
These industries have the highest proportion of workers age 55 and older in Minnesota:

Sources: Labor Market Information Office, Minnesota Department of Employment and Economic Development; U.S. Census Bureau.  
Figures describe average quarterly employment in 2008 for industries employing 5,000 or more workers.
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Recommendation 5: Ensuring that Minnesota’s workforce 
development system has the capacity to handle the state’s 
looming demographic and economic shifts 
Now more than ever, older workers need the services 
provided by Minnesota’s workforce development partners.
The recession and slow recovery have taken their toll on aging 
workers.  Workers over age 55 have seen the largest percent 
increase in unemployment since the recession started, and by 
February 2010 nearly half of unemployed workers over age 55 
had been out of work 27 weeks or more.  The average duration 
of unemployment for workers over age 55 was 35.5 weeks, versus 
30.6 weeks for those 25 to 44.55

In addition, the proportion of displaced workers 45 years old 
and older is growing.  In 2007 and 2008, about 52 percent of 
Minnesota’s dislocated workers were over 45.  In 2009, 62 percent 
were over 45.  During the same period, the total number of 
unemployed Minnesotans over age 45 more than doubled, from 
37,000 to 76,000.56  

The state needs to ensure that the WorkForce Center system 
is ready for an increased demand in services from aging 
workers.
As a consequence of demographic and economic factors, aging 
workers are likely to turn increasingly to the state’s workforce 
development system for training and support, and WorkForce 
Centers in particular.  Since 2007, the proportion of WorkForce 
Center customers over 45 has increased by nine percentage 
points to a total of 43,088 in 2010.57 

Many of these customers seek basic services, such as help with 
a job search and career planning, assistance with résumés and 
interview skills, and referrals to more intensive services.  

Though these services can help older adults achieve success, the 
system lacks resources and specifi c training as a result of years of 
dwindling funding.   Moreover, WorkForce Centers are evaluated 
on placement rates, client job retention, and client earnings 
levels, all of which may create disincentives to helping older 
workers, who are often more diffi cult to place and more likely to 
take lower-paying work.58  

As the fi rst line of support to older workers, the state’s workforce 
development system, and WorkForce Centers in particular, need 
to be fully prepared. 

Recommendation 5
In preparation for the demographic shifts now underway, the Department of Employment and Economic Development (DEED) should 
examine the state’s workforce development system and recommend ways to ensure that the system has the capacity to meet the needs 
of an aging workforce in the coming decade.  In particular, DEED should examine the capacity of the state’s WorkForce Centers to 
provide services to customers who need help re-entering the workforce or transitioning into new careers.
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WORKFORCE CENTERS AND OLDER WORKERS
More and more WorkForce Center customers are 45 and older.  Since 2007, the 
proportion of customers over 45 increased by nine percentage points.

In 2007, Minnesota’s WorkForce Centers served 26,150 customers 45 and older, a 
number that increased to 43,088 in 2010.

Source: WorkForce Center Customer Registration System, Minnesota Department of Employment 
and Economic Development 
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Public and private leaders should come together to ensure that Minnesota thrives through the coming demographic changes.  

Recommendation 6
The Legislature should establish a Mature Worker Taskforce to develop and recommend a state plan that includes action-oriented 
recommendations to extend the work-life of Minnesota’s aging labor force.  Composition of the Mature Worker Taskforce should 
include legislators as well as key leaders from business, labor, higher education, the state workforce system, academic institutions, and 
the state’s aging network.  In addition, the Taskforce should include citizen representatives who are older adults.

The Taskforce should develop action-oriented recommendations for state policy that promote and recognize employer efforts to 
support and train older workers in ways such as:

 » Adopting fl exible human resource policies such as job-sharing, phased retirement, progressive part-time work arrangements, and 
sabbaticals

 » Establishing caregiver support programs for employees actively caring for aging parents, spouses, or other older adults
 » Offering skill-building opportunities to incumbent workers to prevent/divert dislocation and increase retention, such as loaned-
executive or snow-bird programs or allowing workers to explore alternative or complementary careers through on-the-job 
experiential learning opportunities such as skills mentoring programs or “midternships”60

In addition, the Taskforce should consider recommendations to: 

 » Promote and expand upon existing opportunities for continuous learning and training for aging workers
 » Promote and encourage post-retirement work and paid volunteer opportunities, including encore service models that draw on 
older workers’ skills61

 » Address pension and retirement income policies that deter returning or continuing to work
 » Promote awareness among aging workers and others of the opportunities and benefi ts of continuing or returning to work

Recommendation 6: Developing a state plan to extend 
the work life of aging workers 

Aging workers need � exibility, 
support, and opportunities to 

update their skills.

In response, key leaders from government, business, labor, and 
higher education should come together to develop a plan that 
meets the needs of aging workers and supports our state’s 
economic growth.  By bringing a diversity of strengths and 
expertise to the table, such a group can help the state determine 
how to harness the abilities of aging workers.

As our workforce ages, employers increasingly need strategies 
for engaging, supporting, and retaining aging workers.  A recent 
survey found that half of aging workers have altered their 
expectations about retirement and are now planning to work 
longer, while three-quarters of today’s workers expect to continue 
working past retirement.59  These workers need fl exibility, support, 
and opportunities to update their skills.
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Recommendation 7: 
Establishing Lifelong Learning 
Accounts to help aging workers 
� nance continuous learning 
opportunities 

Recommendation 8: 
Supporting entrepreneurship 
and small business development 
among aging workers 

Recommendation 7
The Legislature should amend the state’s tax code to establish 
demonstration Lifelong Learning Account (LiLA) programs to help 
individuals access and pay for additional training and continuing 
education.  LiLAs should be available for use with both traditional 
training programs and programs offered by employers, and could 
be supported by individual contributions, employer matches, and 
state income tax incentives. 

Lifelong learning is vital to individual success and our 
shared economic prosperity.
Since population growth cannot be relied on to fuel economic 
growth in coming decades, Minnesota’s prosperity must come 
from the increased productivity of its workers.  Moreover, as 
new technologies are developed and new industries form, it will 
be essential for Minnesota’s workers to actively pursue lifelong 
learning opportunities.  

The costs of education often make lifelong learning 
prohibitive.
The total annual cost of tuition and fees at public two-year 
colleges in Minnesota is twice the national average, and net costs 
(after accounting for fi nancial aid) are three times higher than 
the national average.62  In addition, current sources of fi nancial 
aid for working adults are limited since federal Pell Grants and 
Minnesota State Grants are generally targeted to traditional, full-
time students.

Lifelong Learning Accounts are a practical, market-based 
approach to making higher education attainable.
Lifelong Learning Accounts (LiLAs) encourage workers and 
employers to work together to invest in skill development 
that furthers personal career goals and supports the needs of 
business.  Similar to a 401(k), individual contributions to a LiLA 
are portable and subject to certain tax benefi ts, and they can 
be matched by an employer.  LiLAs are voluntary, so individual 
employees and employers can choose whether to participate.  
Additionally, LiLAs can be designed strategically to target certain 
populations and high-demand, high-wage career fi elds.  They 
can be designed to cover many types of educational expenses, 
including tuition, fees, books, and other materials.

Bills to create LiLA programs have been introduced at the federal 
level and in a handful of states, including Minnesota.63  LiLA 
programs are currently operating in Maine, Illinois, Washington 
state, San Francisco, and Kansas City.64

Entrepreneurship can help invigorate Minnesota’s 
economy while engaging aging workers in meaningful new 
enterprises.
Entrepreneurs are an engine of job creation, and recent 
research shows that the majority of jobs they create have a 
lasting economic impact.65  While entrepreneurship activity has 
traditionally been thought to decline around age 65, recent trends 
suggest otherwise.  Between 2000 and 2007, self-employment 
of individuals 55-64 grew by 53 percent.  In 2008 alone, the 
entrepreneurship activity rates for individuals 18-44 declined by 
around nine percent but increased a similar amount for those 
over age 45.66   

Many aging workers are eager to apply their talents and abilities 
in new ways.  While the thought of a new job may not be very 
enticing, the idea of following a lifelong dream and being one’s 
own boss is appealing to many aging workers.  This may explain 
why individuals 55 to 64 have held a rate of entrepreneurial activity 
one-third greater than their younger counterparts.67  At the same 
time, older workers have signifi cant professional experience and 
are generally highly skilled, making them distinctly qualifi ed 
for entrepreneurial activities.  Minnesota should maximize this 
potential by supporting individuals who want to contribute to 
our economy through entrepreneurship.

A number of programs already serve aging entrepreneurs, 
but their work could be better coordinated.
Minnesota is one of only four states to pilot the federally-funded 
Project GATE II (Growing America Through Entrepreneurship) 
between January 2009 and 2011.  This program provides training 
and one-on-one consulting services to dislocated workers at 
least 45 years of age who want to pursue self-employment or 
business ownership.  Project GATE II works in partnership with 
the regional Small Business Development Centers.  Additionally, 
regional economic development foundations (including the 
Southern Minnesota Initiative Foundation and the Southwest 
Initiative Foundation) have initiated efforts to provide technical 
assistance to aspiring older entrepreneurs and engage aging 
workers as leaders and mentors in their communities.  

Through the Department of Employment and Economic 
Development (DEED) Urban Initiative Loan Program, DEED 
partners with nonprofi t organizations that go on to provide loans 
and technical assistance to startups and expanding businesses.  
To receive funding, projects must demonstrate a potential to 
succeed and create jobs for low-income individuals, and they 
must have been unable to obtain funding from traditional lenders.
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Tim Gulden has been very busy.  His company, Winona Renewable Energy 
LLC, sells and installs commercial and residential solar power systems and 
has made almost $400,000 in sales so far this year.  

It’s hard to believe that just last year, Tim was unemployed.

After 11 years working as a senior electrical technician, Tim was laid off in 
December of 2008.  The event was traumatic for Tim and his family — he 
had planned to retire with the company.  “It took me months to wrap my 
mind around the intensity and impact of the situation.”

Tim was referred to the Winona County WorkForce Center, where he 
began working with a counselor from the Dislocated Worker program, 
which helps laid-off workers.  Tim planned to fi nd another job in the same 
industry, but was dismayed to fi nd very few job opportunities.  Nothing 
was panning out.   

At a solar energy workshop sponsored by Winona County Environmental 
Services, Tim had a “light bulb moment.”  Having had some experience 
as a small business owner, he thought, “why not go into business for 
myself?”

Tim’s counselor enrolled him in Project GATE II, a pilot program designed 
to help dislocated workers over the age of 45 launch or grow their own 
business.  Through Project GATE II, Tim worked with the local Small 
Business Development Center (SBDC), which helped him focus on 
developing his new business.

The Project GATE II program helped Tim identify and navigate the steps 
required to develop a successful business, from writing a business plan to 

fi ling legal paperwork to fi nding sources of fi nancing.  SBDC staff provided 
a sounding board for ideas, helped Tim stay on track, and constantly 
asked questions that helped Tim strengthen his business ideas.  

In January 2010, Tim and his business partner celebrated when their 
legal paperwork was accepted and they were permitted to do business 
in Minnesota.

Without the help, Tim says that he would not have met all his deadlines 
and his business would have developed more slowly.  Staying on track 
was crucial for Tim, who needed to meet deadlines associated with this 
year’s state Renewable Energy Credit, which helps make his business 
model feasible.

Winona Renewable Energy’s outlook is good.  Tim is expecting to double 
his sales in 2011, which will allow him to hire two additional employees.  
In addition, Tim is considering becoming a manufacturer of the solar 
modules he produces, which would further expand his business and 
lower his costs.

Tim hopes that more people like him can take advantage of the services 
he received.  He suggests that WorkForce Centers screen individuals for 
their interest and ability to start their own business, directing them to 
programs like Project GATE II early in the process.

“It’s a win-win,” says Tim, “my customers get a fi ve-year payback on their 
solar systems, and I do well for myself too.”

Creating new opportunities
through entrepreneurship

Recommendation 8
The state Legislature should ensure the coordination of current federal, state, and local business development resources that help 
all individuals, aging individuals in particular, become successful entrepreneurs. The result of this coordination should be a more 
comprehensive set of assistance programs for entrepreneurs that builds on best practice efforts — including Project GATE II, the 
Department of Employment and Economic Development (DEED) Urban Initiative Loan Program, and the work of the Minnesota Initiative 
Foundations — and responds to the unique skills and needs of aging entrepreneurs.  Programs should also establish partnerships 
(service, fi nancial, or other) with local area foundations, education institutions, aging network organizations, and other aging advocacy 
or leadership groups.  Services to be coordinated are currently provided by the Small Business Development Centers, ISEEK, other DEED 
programs, regional economic development leaders, and the U.S. Small Business Administration.  

Spotlight: Tim Gulden and Project GATE II
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Despite Minnesota’s growing need for skilled workers, 
the talents and abilities of people with disabilities remain 
underutilized.
This year marks the 20th anniversary of the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA), which was intended to break down barriers 
to employment, transportation, public accommodations and 
services, and telecommunications for people with disabilities.   
While a recent survey of Minnesota businesses found that the 
ADA has helped to make workplaces more accessible, more 
welcoming, and more productive for people with disabilities, 
much more still needs to be done to ensure that our state 
benefi ts from the skills and talents of people with disabilities and 
the impacts of their economic empowerment.68

While it is diffi cult to quantify the barriers to employment that 
people with disabilities face, two statistics shed some light on 
the problem.  Nationally, the unemployment rate for people with 
disabilities stands at 14.8 percent, while the rate for those without 
a disability is nine percent.69  The difference among labor force 
participation rates, which measure the proportion of working-age 
individuals who are either working or actively seeking work, is 
also telling.  The labor force participation rate for people without 
disabilities is currently 69.9 percent, but for those with a disability 
the rate is 21.6 percent.70  

People with disabilities have much to offer Minnesota and 
its employers.
In a survey of Minnesota employers in 2005, employers of 
individuals with disabilities rated those employees equal to or 
higher than their other employees in similar positions in all areas 
of performance — work quality, consistency, attitude, overall 
satisfaction, and so on — apart from work speed.71  In addition, 
the majority of employers seldom or never found it necessary 
to assist their employees with disabilities with basic functions 
such as performing job tasks, managing the work day, making 
decisions, mobility, communication, or grooming.  

Employment has much to offer people with disabilities.
The opportunity to work helps people with disabilities truly 
become a part of their community, helping them to build 
relationships and contribute their talents.  By working, individuals 
gain dignity, self-reliance, and economic independence, thereby 
reducing dependence on public assistance and changing public 
perceptions about disability.  

Expanding Work Opportunities for 
Minnesotans with Disabilities 

By working, individuals gain dignity, 
self-reliance, and economic independence, 

thereby reducing dependence on public 
assistance and changing public perceptions 

about disability.  

The State of Minnesota can take a number of steps to 
increase employment opportunities for people with 
disabilities.
There is much that can be done to bring people with disabilities 
into the workforce.  In the short term, there are two strategies the 
state can pursue to make a difference.  First, as one of the state’s 
largest employers, the State of Minnesota can makes strides to 
become a model employer of people with disabilities (page 24).  
Second, it can ensure that employment services offered through 
the state’s WorkForce Centers are accessible and usable to people 
with disabilities (page 26).  

The Business Case for Hiring People with Disabilities

Increased revenues.  Employing people with disabilities can 
expand markets and increase business revenues.  According to 
a national survey, 87 percent of Americans would prefer to give 
their business to companies that hire people with disabilities.72  
Furthermore, nearly 30 percent of American families have at 
least one member with a disability, representing one trillion 
dollars in discretionary spending.73  It makes business sense to 
have a workplace that refl ects this huge market.  Furthermore, 
in a recent survey of employers who have hired people with 
disabilities, a majority said that dollar benefi ts far outweighed 
the costs of accommodations.74

Reduced costs.  Evidence suggests that people with disabilities 
tend to stay with their employers longer than other individuals.75  
Hiring people with disabilities can help businesses avoid 
turnover costs, which typically range from 93 to 200 percent of 
an employee’s annual salary.   In a recent survey, 39 percent of 
employers who had hired people with disabilities said they were 
able to reduce workers’ compensation and insurance costs.76

Increased productivity, innovation, and morale.  A diverse 
workplace has been shown to lift morale and enhance 
productivity.77  A recent survey of employers supports this 
fi nding, showing that 56 percent of employers who hire people 
with disabilities experienced increased productivity from all 
employees.78  Diverse work teams that include people with 
disabilities have been shown to have increased synergies, 
allowing them to develop more effi cient business processes.79

Doing the right thing.  Finally, many businesses are compelled 
to employ people with disabilities because they feel it is the right 
thing to do.  At the same time, a recent survey of CEOs showed 
that 95 percent think the public has higher expectations for 
businesses to be socially responsible than it did fi ve years prior.80  
Even doing the right thing makes business sense.

Note: An accessible .doc version of this entire 
report is available at www.gwdc.org



Putting talent 
to work

As Bryce Larson moves from one copier to the next, restocking paper 
and clearing out recycling bins at Kraus-Anderson’s Circle Pines 
offi ce, he warmly greets his colleagues and often fi lls the hallway 
with his infectious laugh.  “You can’t walk down the hallway without 
seeing Bryce and smiling,” says Diane Duguay, who coordinates 
human resources and diversity initiatives for Kraus-Anderson.

For Bryce, who has Down syndrome, working at Kraus-Anderson is 
a big step up from his old job in food service.  “I like everything I 
do,” he says, adding that his favorite task is lifting heavy things for 
people.  He clearly takes pride in helping out his colleagues.  Being 
paid a competitive wage doesn’t hurt, either.

Bryce handles many support functions around the offi ce, a role that 
was tailored just for him.  The arrangement makes good business 
sense for Kraus-Anderson because it frees up time for staff to 
work on other tasks.  Colleagues attest to Bryce’s productivity and 
diligence, and they describe how he has exceeded expectations.  
Soon after Bryce was hired, his supervisor had to identify additional 
tasks for him because he had mastered those he was initially given.

Bryce’s friendly and upbeat character has led to a culture shift at 
Kraus-Anderson.   He brightens the day at the offi ce and has helped 
affi rm and extend Kraus-Anderson’s commitment to diversity.  
Since hiring Bryce, Kraus-Anderson has hired several people with 
disabilities, including two individuals in offi ce support roles and 
others that have performed fi nal clean-up work at construction 
sites.  In 2006, Kraus-Anderson was named “Large Metro Employer 
of the Year” by the Minnesota Rehabilitation Association.

In Bryce’s fi ve years with the company, he and Diane have become 
outspoken champions for creating employment opportunities 
for people with disabilities.  Their many speaking engagements 
include luncheons with metro businesses, a presentation at the Joey 
Hebert Golf Classic, and a keynote address at the Down Syndrome 
Association of Minnesota 2010 Regional Conference.  Diane has 
also educated the broader public as a guest on the KFAI radio show 
“Disabled and Proud.”  At Kraus-Anderson, Bryce has organized 
staff to participate in the Step Up for Down Syndrome walk and has 
raised money for a local food shelf.

Diane says that many employers are afraid or unsure about how 
to work with people with disabilities, and she acknowledges that 
it takes commitment and time at the start.  In Bryce’s case, this 
included educating staff on working effectively with him, helping 
him feel at home, and creating visual aids and checklists that help 
him complete his work.  A local nonprofi t helped facilitate the 
seminar and guided Kraus-Anderson during Bryce’s fi rst few weeks 
with the company.  

When it comes to employing people with disabilities, Diane’s 
advice to employers is to simply “step up and do it.”  She says that 
businesses are often unaware of the many resources available to 
help them create opportunities for people with disabilities. 

The small amount of effort required to bring Bryce on board at 
Kraus-Anderson has paid large dividends.  According to Diane, “such 
efforts are worth it when you consider the rewards and see how 
Bryce interacts with the rest of the staff.  He adds a lot of value to 
the offi ce and we are very proud to have him as a part of the team.”  
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Spotlight: Bryce Larson and Kraus-Anderson Construction
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Minnesota’s executive branch agencies can benefi t from the 
skills and talents of people with disabilities.
The State of Minnesota has a duty to lead the way in the 
employment of people with disabilities.  But the state also has 
a very practical reason to harness the abilities of Minnesotans 
with disabilities: in the last decade, roughly one-third of state 
employees reached the median retirement age of 60.81  As 
government agencies start to face a wave of retirements, the 
State of Minnesota cannot afford to overlook this pool of talent.

People with disabilities represent a largely untapped source 
of high quality state employees.
Despite a looming need for new talent, the proportion of state 
employees with a self-reported disability dropped from 7.8 
percent to 5.1 percent between 2001 and 2009.82  This is in contrast 
to Minnesota’s entire workforce, of which 14.6 percent reports a 
disability.83  People with disabilities face a number of hurdles in 
seeking state employment, including the application process and 
the online employment application system.  Managers encounter 
their own barriers, such as a lack of awareness about how to work 
with and accommodate people with disabilities.

The State of Minnesota has made efforts to accommodate 
and hire people with disabilities, but more can be done.
In recent years, the state hiring process has changed dramatically.  
Applicants are no longer required to submit a six-page application 
or take placement tests on Saturdays, and applicants can now 
apply for jobs through multiple channels. 

Started in 2007, an interagency Accessibility and Usability of 
E-Government Services Team has addressed some accessibility 
issues related to the online application system, and in 2009 a new 
state law set standards for web and technology accessibility.84  In 

addition, Minnesota Management and Budget has updated the 
state’s ADA toolkit.85

Perhaps most signifi cantly, Minnesota’s Pathways to Employment 
Initiative has pursued a “State as a Model Employer” initiative.86  
This initiative has created internship and work opportunities, 
recruited candidates and helped them apply for jobs, and 
facilitated the hiring of people with disabilities at state agencies.   
Still, the following issues require more attention.  

There is currently an accountability gap with regards to the 
state’s hiring of people with disabilities.  
State agencies are required to set hiring goals for protected 
classes, and the state is required to submit a biannual report 
on affi rmative action progress statewide and at each agency.87  
Despite these requirements, agency goals are not currently 
included in the affi rmative action report.   Doing so would 
increase accountability for the state’s employment outcomes.

Using the state’s online job application system can be a 
challenge, and it is diffi cult to get assistance.
In 2009, a survey by the Minnesota Governor’s Council on 
Developmental Disabilities found that households having people 
with developmental disabilities encountered greater challenges 
than others in using Minnesota government websites.88  In 
particular, these households were less likely to fi nd web 
search functions and web forms, such as the state’s online job 
application, to be accessible and easy to use, and they were more 
likely to report that website designs and font sizes made pages 
harder to read.  In addition, the GWDC’s Disability Employment 
Workgroup heard anecdotal evidence that the state’s online job 
application was sometimes incompatible with screen readers 
and that it has been diffi cult to get assistance or fi nd a paper 
application online.89

Hiring managers face barriers and disincentives to hiring 
people with disabilities.
Hiring managers are not always aware of the benefi ts of hiring 
people with disabilities.  In addition, hiring managers often face 
a disincentive to hire people who require accommodations — 
particularly at smaller agencies with smaller budgets — because 
funds for accommodations are taken from a manager’s operating 
budget.   Training managers on the benefi ts of hiring people with 
disabilities can help change perceptions and break down barriers, 
and a centralized fund for accommodations could remove 
unintended hiring disincentives.  Such a fund would simply pool 
the money state agencies spend individually and would therefore 
be budget neutral.  A similar fund was piloted in 2008 by the 
Pathways to Employment Initiative for public, nonprofi t, and 
private employers.90  The pilot has been popular: employers who 
used the fund were pleased with the service, and expansion of 
the fund was overwhelmingly supported at a recent listening 
session hosted by the Commission of Deaf, DeafBlind, and Hard 
of Hearing Minnesotans.91  Both Utah and Washington state have 
implemented such funds.92

Recommendation 9: Establishing the State of Minnesota 
as a model employer of people with disabilities 
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STATE EMPLOYEES WITH DISABILITIES
The proportion of executive branch employees with a self-reported disability has 
steadily declined over the past nine years, from 7.8 percent in 2001 to 5.1 percent 
in 2009.

Source: Annual Workforce Planning Reports, Minnesota Department of Employee Relations.  
Figures represent all executive branch agencies, excluding MnSCU.  Since disability status is 
self-reported, these figures likely understate actual percentages.  Chart taken from the 
Governor’s Workforce Development Council 2011 Policy Advisory, “All Hands on Deck.”

A SIGNIFICANT DECREASE
The proportion of employees with disabilities 

has decreased by one-third since 2001.
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Internships and work 
experience programs can help 
expand opportunities for 
people with disabilities.
Such programs allow people with 
disabilities to gain skills and make 
professional connections.  At the 
same time, they help the state 
meet its personnel needs and 
promote the value of people with 
disabilities in the workplace.  The 
state offers a number of these 
programs to a limited degree, 
including the joint Department 
of Transportation (Mn/DOT)-
Pathways to Employment Seeds/
Pathways program and the 
WorkForce Center Resource Area 
Internship Program. 

“Seeds/Pathways is like 
the Twins farm team,” 
says Michael Ligday, 
who graduated from the 
internship program last 
spring.  Since its inception 17 
years ago, the program has 
helped Mn/DOT to “grow 
its own” talent by recruiting 
talented underrepresented 
individuals for internships 
and full-time employment 
opportunities.  

Fully one-quarter of Mn/
DOT’s diversity has its roots 
in Seeds/Pathways, which 
expanded its mission to 
include individuals with 
disabilities three years ago 
with the support of Minnesota’s Pathways to Employment program.  Seeds/Pathways recruits college 
students, and typically 85 percent of interns are offered full-time positions upon graduation.  

For Mike, who was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis in 2004, Seeds/Pathways was an opportunity for a 
fresh start.  After 29 years with one employer, Mike was shocked when he was called an “inconvenience” 
by his longtime boss.  Mike left his job in search of a new career and settled on a two-year computer-
aided design (CAD) technology degree program at Century College.  

As an intern, Mike used AutoCAD software to catalog Mn/DOT facilities so they could be managed 
more effi ciently.  Mike received college credit for the internship, graduating in 2010 as Century College’s 
“Outstanding CAD Student of the Year.”

Like many people with disabilities, Mike feared that disclosing his disability would jeopardize his chances 
of getting and keeping a job.  Seeds/Pathways helped create an open, supportive environment where 
Mike felt comfortable telling others about his disability.  His internship experience increased his on-the-
job skills and helped him get accustomed to working in an offi ce.  “In addition,” Mike says, “having a 
community of other Seeds/Pathways interns was really nice.”  

Mike loves his position with Mn/DOT, where his responsibilities have expanded to include training facility 
supervisors, data management, and occasional design work.  He says that Seeds/Pathways benefi ts 
Mn/DOT by adding diversity to the organization, which helps generate better solutions to business 
problems.  He hopes to eventually get the opportunity to mentor new Seeds/Pathways interns.

Without the Seeds/Pathways program, Mike says that he would probably be out of work and relying on 
Social Security Disability Insurance.   “I’m so happy to be working,” says Mike, “it makes me feel better 
to contribute.”

Recommendation 9
9.1 Accountability. The state’s Executive Branch Agencies should be held accountable for the employment goals for people with disabilities (and 
all other protected classes) set forth in each agency’s affi rmative action plan.  These goals should be a required part of the state’s Affi rmative Action 
Progress Report, along with current levels of employment for protected classes and a description of each agency’s efforts to reach its stated goal.

9.2 Technology Accessibility.  Minnesota Management and Budget should ensure that the state’s online job application system meets the standards 
set by the 2009 Technology Accessibility law93 (Chapter 131, H.F. 1744), that the system makes end-user feedback opportunities readily apparent and 
available to all, and that the system provides easy access to assistance via a phone/TDD/web help line.  Furthermore, as Management and Budget looks 
to replace the current system, it should consider using a platform like MinnesotaWorks, DEED’s online jobs site.

9.3 Staff Training.  Minnesota Management and Budget should ensure that training programs for state hiring managers address the benefi ts and 
opportunities associated with hiring people with disabilities, in addition to covering legal compliance issues.  The State of Minnesota should include 
people with disabilities as facilitators of staff training modules whenever possible, and training curricula should be reviewed and updated regularly, with 
the input of relevant stakeholder groups.

9.4 Accommodation Funding.  The State of Minnesota should create a centralized fund, available to all agencies, to help pay for costs associated 
with providing reasonable accommodations for employees with disabilities.  Since funding accommodations can be more diffi cult for smaller agencies 
with smaller operating budgets, the centralized fund should be targeted to serve these agencies.  The design of the fund should explore the merits 
of allowing agencies to opt in to the fund, whether or not monies contributed to the fund should be returned if not used, and the feasibility of using 
a revolving loan fund.  In any case, the centralized fund should be derived from state general funds, and should be designed to be cost-effective 
with minimal administrative costs.  In addition, the state should keep a centralized list, available on the state intranet, of equipment purchased for 
accommodations but no longer used as a way to save money on future accommodations.

9.5 Internship and Work Opportunities.  The State of Minnesota should expand its current efforts to offer people with disabilities pathways and 
incentives for working for the state.  In particular, Minnesota Management and Budget should work with all state agencies to develop and implement 
a plan to expand internship and work experience initiatives.  Promising examples might include the Minnesota Department of Transportation’s Seeds/
Pathways program, the WorkForce Center Resource Area Internship program, and the Minnesota Capitol Fellowship program.  

The opportunity 
to contribute

Spotlight: Mike Ligday and Seeds/Pathways
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WorkForce Centers are a critical component of the state’s 
employment and training system.
In 2009, Minnesota’s 49 WorkForce Centers logged 80,000 new 
customers, 4,700 of which reported a disability.94  Many of these 
customers seek basic services, such as help with a job search and 
career planning, assistance with résumés and interview skills, 
and referrals to other, more intensive services.  Now more than 
ever, it is crucial that the services WorkForce Centers provide 
are accessible and usable for all clients, including those with 
disabilities.95

Ensuring WorkForce Centers are accessible and usable to all 
customers is a challenge.
Numerous state and federal laws provide for equal access 
and opportunity and prohibit discrimination at the state’s 
WorkForce Centers.96  Staff from the Department of Employment 
of Economic Development (DEED) are responsible for ensuring 
high standards and legal compliance at every WorkForce 
Center across the state — no small task, especially as funding 
for WorkForce Centers has dwindled in recent years.  DEED staff 
certify and recertify WorkForce Centers when they are created, 
moved, or remodeled.  In addition, DEED has taken additional 
steps to address customer service for people with disabilities by 
developing and implementing universal design97 principles for 
WorkForce Centers and marshalling the expertise of a handful 
of Disability Program Navigators98 across the state.

The WorkForce Center Certifi cation process should continue 
to be strengthened.
According to DEED, a majority of WorkForce Centers have not 
been recertifi ed in the past fi ve years, and in response DEED has 
issued a new policy to prioritize those sites that have not been 
recertifi ed in the last three years.99  The GWDC applauds this 
new policy and supports DEED’s efforts to recertify WorkForce 
Centers on a three-year basis.

Additional measures can augment the recertifi cation 
process.
To ensure that access and usability issues are addressed between 
certifi cations, additional steps can be taken to make sure that 
feedback is generated when problems arise.  DEED and WorkForce 
Center staff have expressed a desire to be aware of accessibility 
issues in WorkForce Centers, and DEED Policy requires that 
“customer satisfaction tools and feedback mechanisms are used 
to improve services.”100  By increasing opportunities for customer 
feedback and incorporating accessibility and usability concerns 
into the Minnesota Workforce Council Association’s yearly 
“Mystery Shopper” program,101 DEED and its local partners will 
be better equipped to address problems as they arise.

To ensure the best possible customer service, all WorkForce 
Center staff should be trained on disability and accessibility 
issues.
A lack of adequate staff training at one-stop career centers can 
lead to lower-quality service.  A recent study of one-stop career 
centers in Kansas (one-stops in other states are analogous to 
Minnesota’s WorkForce Centers) describes how job seekers with 
disabilities often experience low self-esteem, and how staff are 
often not well-prepared to address their particular needs.102  This 
reinforces the customer’s feelings of disempowerment, limiting 
the positive impact that can be made.  In the study, staff expressed 
a level of discomfort working with people with disabilities, but 
they also indicated a desire for training to better assist customers 
with disabilities.      

In Minnesota, WorkForce Centers house a wide array of programs 
and services for job seekers, often run by multiple governmental 
and non-governmental organizations.  DEED staff in WorkForce 
Centers are required to receive training on accessibility and 
serving customers with disabilities, but currently employees of 
partner organizations are not.  All employees should undergo the 
same high training standards in this area.

Recommendation 10: Ensuring that Minnesota’s 
WorkForce Centers and the services they provide are 
accessible and usable by people with disabilities 
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UNEMPLOYMENT HAS INCREASED MORE FOR PEOPLE WITH 
DISABILTIES
From April 2009 to April 2010, the number of unemployed people grew by a 
significantly larger percentage for people with disabilties compared to those 
without.  

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Table A-6; data are for entire U.S.
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Recommendation 10
10.1 Recertifi cation Periods.  The Department of Employment and Economic Development (DEED) should set three years as the 
maximum time between recertifi cations for a given WorkForce Center.  In addition, DEED should ensure that staff responsible for 
recertifying WorkForce Centers receive ongoing training that helps them understand accessibility and usability issues from the 
perspective of people with disabilities.

10.2 Customer Feedback.  DEED should require that all WorkForce Centers publicize multiple avenues for submitting complaints 
(phone, email, web, etc.), along with information that clearly explains the complaint resolution process and identifi es the on-site 
manager or designee in charge of handling complaints.  This information should be easy to fi nd, both on-line and at the WorkForce 
Center.  In appropriate instances when confi dentiality is not a concern, each WorkForce Center’s on-site manager or designee should 
also be responsible for notifying complainants when their issue has been resolved.  

10.3 Mystery Shoppers.  The Minnesota Workforce Council Association (MWCA) should include accessibility and usability criteria in 
its Mystery Shopper program.  The MWCA could work with the State of Minnesota’s disability organizations and DEED staff to develop 
these criteria, train mystery shoppers, and recruit volunteers from the disability community to participate in the reviews.

10.4 Staff Training.  Non-DEED staff should receive training on physical and programmatic accessibility and on serving people with all 
types of disabilities.  DEED should develop policy guidelines for training all WorkForce Center staff during their orientation, and require 
WorkForce Center managers to report on which staff have and have not received training.  The GWDC supports DEED’s current inclusion 
of people with disabilities as facilitators of staff training programs and encourages the expansion of these practices.  In particular, DEED 
should continue to include people with disabilities in staff training modules to demonstrate the use of assistive technology and to 
provide insights on accessibility and usability.  Additionally, training curricula should be reviewed and updated regularly, with the input 
of relevant stakeholder groups.

Now more than ever, it is crucial that WorkForce Center services are 
accessible and usable for all clients, including those with disabilities. 
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Ensuring All High School Graduates 
are Ready for Success

College readiness.  While Minnesota students have the highest 
composite score on the ACT test in the nation, only 31 percent 
of test-takers in Minnesota met the college-readiness benchmarks 
set by ACT.  A mere fi ve percent of African American students met 
this benchmark, as well as only 17 percent of Hispanic students.117  
During the 2005-2006 school year, Minnesota was one of the lowest 
performing states in the proportion of high school students taking 
an upper-level math course, at only 42 percent.118  This is alarming 
because student performance in high school mathematics is a key 
predictor of success in college, and because the “tipping point” 
toward college success is now fi rmly above Algebra 2.119

Graduation rates.  While Minnesota has one of the highest high 
school graduation rates in the country, it also has one of the largest 
achievement gaps.  According to the Minnesota Department of 
Education, 73 percent of high school students graduate in four 
years.  The four year graduation rate is 80 percent for white students, 
68 percent for Asian students, and only 40 percent among African 
American, American Indian, and Hispanic students.120

College enrollment.  Minnesota ranks as one of the top states 
in the nation in the percentage of students who enroll in college 
within four years of high school graduation. 121  In 2006, 68.4 percent 
of high school graduates went directly to college from high school 
— 81 percent among white students, but only 62 percent among 
African American students.122

College retention.  At four-year institutions, Minnesota students’ 
fi rst-to-second year retention rate is one of the best in the nation, 
at 81 percent in 2007.  The fi rst-to-second year retention rate at 
two-year schools improved over the past three years, but at 58 
percent it is still below the national average.123  

College graduation.  Graduation rates at four-year colleges in 
Minnesota were higher than the national average in 2007, with 36.7 
percent and 60 percent of students completing degrees within four 
and six years, respectively.  Six years after enrollment, 31 percent 
of white students have not graduated or transferred, compared 
with 42 percent among Asians and 56 percent among African 
Americans.  At two-year institutions, the three-year graduation 
and transfer rates (30 and 24 percent, respectively) were above 
the national average.  At these institutions, 43 percent of white 
students and 55 percent of Asian and African American students 
do not graduate or transfer within three years.124

A high school diploma alone no longer guarantees upward 
mobility.  
In years past, a high school diploma opened the doors to the 
American dream, helping individuals secure a lifelong career that 
could support a family.103  Times have changed, and a high school 
education is no longer enough to ensure upward mobility.  The 
nation’s middle class is dispersing into two different camps: those 
with a postsecondary credential who have upward mobility, and 
those with a high school diploma or less whose incomes have 
been on a downward trajectory.  Forty years ago, almost half of 
high school dropouts were in the middle class; today only 33 
percent remain there.104 

To earn a ticket to the American dream, today’s students must 
secure a postsecondary education, whether at a two- or four-year 
college, a technical school, or through a certifi cate program.105

The need for postsecondary education is especially pronounced 
in Minnesota.  Between 2008 and 2018, 70 percent of all job 
openings will require some postsecondary education, including 
85 percent of all new jobs.106  This ranks Minnesota third in the 
nation in its need for a highly-trained workforce.  In comparison, 
Minnesota will produce fewer jobs for high school graduates and 
dropouts than all but two states.107

Minnesota’s students do relatively well, but the state’s 
achievement gap is one of the worst in the country.
While Minnesota has long been one of the best states for high 
school graduation rates, standardized test scores, and college 
enrollment after high school, current levels of achievement are 
not suffi cient to meet the skill needs of Minnesota businesses in 
the coming years.  This reality is exacerbated by the achievement 
gap, the impact of which is expected to grow as Minnesota’s 
K-12 students become increasingly diverse.108 While many factors 
outside of school contribute to the achievement gap, schools are 
in the best position to lead the way in addressing the problem.   

The costs associated with underprepared students and high 
school dropouts are staggering.
Since education fuels up to one-quarter of an economy’s overall 
growth, an under-skilled workforce is likely to threaten Minnesota’s 
economic competitiveness.109  An under-skilled workforce leads 
to other direct costs to individuals and the state as a whole.  A 
recent analysis estimates that reducing the dropout rate by 50 
percent in the Twin Cities metro for just one year would result 
in $86 million in increased earnings over one year.  In turn, this 
would lead to an additional $57 million in spending, the creation 
of 650 new jobs, and an increase of $14 million in state and local 
tax revenues.110  Another analysis has shown that, over the course 
of a lifetime, the average high school dropout results in $40,500 
in increased public health costs, $26,600 in costs associated with 
crime, and $3,000 in increased welfare costs.111

There are also signifi cant costs associated with remedial and 
developmental education.  In 2005, 38 percent of Minnesota 
high school graduates who enrolled in two- or four-year colleges 
required at least one developmental course to help them achieve 
college-level competency in reading, writing, math, or English 
for Speakers of Other Languages.  Though credit-bearing, these 
courses do not count toward a credential, and for many students 
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they add to the cost and time it takes to complete a degree.112  In 
turn, this can lead to lower completion rates: studies show that 
students who need nine or more credit hours in remedial courses 
go on to complete a degree in fi ve years only four percent of the 
time.113  

Minnesota loses an estimated $89 million each year to costs 
associated with remediation, nearly $50 million of which 
represents direct costs to public colleges and universities.114  The 
remainder represents losses to individuals and the economy from 
lower earnings, in part because the need for remediation is a 
leading predictor that a student will drop out of college.115  By 
helping students plan their high school education in preparation 
for postsecondary education, some of the costs of remediation 
can be avoided.

Fortunately, policy makers have turned their attention to 
career and postsecondary readiness.
Nationally, there has been a movement to defi ne career and 
postsecondary readiness and to align standards to that defi nition.  
New defi nitions of career and postsecondary readiness extend 
beyond purely academic standards; in fact, more and more 
educators argue that postsecondary readiness and workplace 
readiness are one and the same, and that both include “soft 
skills” like the ability to work collaboratively and communicate 
effectively.  

In Minnesota, the following defi nition has been proposed:

Postsecondary and Workforce Readiness includes the 
knowledge and skills that high school graduates need in 
order to do credit bearing coursework at a [two-or four year] 
college or university and/or to embark successfully on a 
career-track employment position (that pays a living wage, 
provides benefi ts, and offers clear pathways for advancement 
through further education and training).116

Of course, defi ning career and postsecondary readiness is just 
the fi rst step.  As a state, we need policies that ensure all students 
have the tools, supports, and guidance required to graduate high 
school ready for success.   The following policies aim to do this 
by: 

 » Helping students navigate the challenges and opportunities 
they encounter on their way to career and postsecondary 
readiness (page 30)

 » Increasing opportunities for high school students to pursue 
postsecondary credit in high school (page 32)

 » Strengthening assessments and supports to identify off-
track students and bring them back on track (page 34)

 » Further aligning state academic standards and teacher 
preparation with real-world learning (page 35)

 » Encouraging schools and districts to take innovative, 
comprehensive approaches to preparing students (page 36)

Where Minnesota Stands
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POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION AND LIFETIME EARNINGS
Average lifetime earnings for those with a postsecondary education are much higher than for those without.  

Those with 
A HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA

make $569,000 more over a lifetime 
than those without a diploma. 

Those with 
A BACHELOR’S DEGREE

make $1.1 million more over a lifetime 
than those with an associate’s degree.  

Those with 
AN ASSOCIATE’S DEGREE

make $488,000 more over a lifetime 
than those with a high school diploma.

Sources: Current Population Survey, U.S. Census Bureau; Help Wanted, The Georgetown University Center on Education and the Workforce.  Figures are in 2008 dollars.
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Recommendation 11: Helping students navigate the 
challenges and opportunities they encounter on their 
way to career and postsecondary success 

 » Increasing interaction with parents and teachers. 
Technology has opened up new ways for planning tools 
to engage students, parents, and school staff.  Web-based 
planning platforms make readiness plans interactive and 
more helpful to students, and they allow parents and 
teachers to see their student’s progress over time.  This can 
facilitate student-parent-teacher interaction that strengthens 
the learning experience and student decision-making.

 » Generating useful data.  Electronic planning platforms are 
a source for useful data on student progress, generating a 
more complete profi le of a student beyond grades and test 
scores.  This can help staff identify where additional support 
might be needed and determine which supports are most 
effective.127  

Many Minnesota schools already help their students plan 
for life after graduation.
While Minnesota lacks a comprehensive strategy for informing 
all high school students about the array of opportunities 
available after graduation, there is a growing movement to 
expand career and postsecondary planning across the state.  In 
2008, Minnesota received a federal college readiness grant that 
helped 135 schools purchase Naviance’s Succeed software and 
train school counselors in career and postsecondary planning.  
Currently, 237 schools in Minnesota use the Naviance platform 
for postsecondary planning and dropout prevention.  Nationally, 
21 states have implemented statewide career and postsecondary 
planning programs.128

The Minneapolis Public Schools’ My Life Plan is an example of 
a fully developed career and postsecondary exploration and 
planning program in Minnesota.  Starting with the class of 2010, 
My Life Plan is a requirement for all Minneapolis Public Schools 
students.  It was developed by Minneapolis Public School 
counselors in conjunction with AchieveMpls and uses an internet-
based platform, which allows students, parents, and school staff 
to access the plans from school, home, or work.  Minneapolis 
Public Schools counselors are in charge of the implementation 
of My Life Plan, and they work with teachers and Career and 
College Center Coordinators provided by AchieveMpls to help all 
students reach their milestones.  

In 9th and 10th grade, My Life Plan focuses on the transition 
to high school and addresses a number of questions: Who am I 
and what am I interested in?  What courses should I take?  What 
other experiences can I pursue?  What is college?  In 11th and 
12th grade, My Life Plan helps students create and execute their 
plan, including identifying the postsecondary programs and 
careers they are interested in and the high school courses and 
other requirements they need to pursue.  My Life Plan also helps 
students successfully submit applications for jobs, postsecondary 
education, and fi nancial aid.  The program has been a success 
in Minneapolis high schools, and a middle school component is 
currently under development.

Success after graduation requires good decision-making in 
high school.
Since 70 percent Minnesota jobs will require postsecondary 
education by 2018, it is more important than ever to successfully 
navigate and prepare for the variety of available postsecondary 
options.  Today’s students and their parents have many questions: 
What are my interests, and which type of program is the best fi t 
for me?  What classes should I take in high school, and what else 
should I do to prepare?  How much will school cost and how will I 
pay for it?  Knowing the answers to these types of questions and 
preparing accordingly are essential, especially for those students 
and families that lack awareness about postsecondary options.

Career and postsecondary planning is a cost-effective way 
to help all students succeed.
To help students on their journey to postsecondary education and 
training, the educational experience needs to be personalized, 
more engaging, and more focused on preparing for life after 
high school.  While there are many strategies to achieve this, few 
are as straightforward, practical, and cost-effective as career and 
postsecondary planning.  Perhaps that is why both the Governor’s 
Education Council and the U.S. Department of Education’s 
Institute for Educational Sciences have recommended that all 
students complete career and postsecondary readiness plans.125

Effective career and postsecondary plans help in a number 
of ways:

 » Increasing relevance and engagement. Career and 
postsecondary plans help to personalize a student’s 
education, making it more relevant to his or her interests 
and aspirations.  This, in turn, motivates students to stay 
in school and stay engaged.  Moreover, students with the 
ability to refl ect on their career aspirations and the capacity 
to continually adapt and improve their skills will be more 
likely to succeed in school and work.

 » Improving decision-making.  Students are often 
unaware of the high school courses required by particular 
postsecondary programs.  This can lead to lost time and 
money when students end up taking remedial courses in 
college that do not count toward a degree.  By simply being 
more attuned to postsecondary requirements, students 
who use career and postsecondary plans can make better 
decisions about which courses they take in high school.  This 
can aid the transition to postsecondary education: while the 
need to take remedial courses in college is closely linked to 
failure fi nishing a degree, studies also show that the best 
predictor of postsecondary success is a strong academic 
curriculum in high school.126  

 » Overcoming obstacles and identifying opportunities.  
Through planning, students and families identify and remove 
barriers to future achievement and learn how to access 
available career and educational opportunities.  In addition, 
planning helps build student aspirations and self-confi dence.  
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After a recent tour of North Hennepin Community College, Derrick 
Charleston took some time to refl ect.  “I felt like I fi t in there.  It was 
such a bright place, and that’s how I felt when I was there — bright.”  

When he was younger, Derrick was a self-described troublemaker 
who dreamed of being a star football player.  After moving from St. 
Louis, Missouri in middle school, he bounced from school to school 
until he enrolled in The City, Inc., an alternative high school in north 
Minneapolis.  As a Minneapolis Public Schools student, Derrick was 
required to develop a career and postsecondary plan through My 
Life Plan.  

School staff helped Derrick understand careers and identify his 
interests, complete academic prerequisites for college, and learn 
how to manage his fi nances.  He was urged to apply to the STEP-UP 
program, which helped him secure an internship with Nilan Johnson 
Lewis, a law fi rm in downtown Minneapolis.

At his internship, Derrick assists the paralegals by writing letters to 
clients, making phone calls, and providing administrative support.  
The job has helped him improve his writing and his ability to work on 

teams and stay organized.  The experience has helped him envision 
himself in a professional environment, and he now understands the 
importance of a good career: “If you don’t have a good job, then you 
can’t depend on yourself.”

Through the support and guidance Derrick has received in high 
school, he is committed to earning a postsecondary degree and 
plans to enroll in North Hennepin’s paralegal program.  He would 
still love to be a football star, but he now wants to focus on what was 
once his back-up plan: his education.  Derrick says the most helpful 
thing he gained from planning for his future was confi dence that 
he could succeed.  Without the support, he says he would still be 
hanging out in the streets, wasting time.  

On the way to his internship, Derrick wastes no time.  He practices 
math problems on the bus and reads from a book called From Intern 
to President.  As he prepares for the Accuplacer test and some of his 
fi nal high school exams, he feels confi dent about his future:  “I may 
be stumbling when I enter college, but when I get out of there I’ll be 
walking.”

Recommendation 11
All students, no later than 9th grade, should have a Career and Postsecondary Plan (CPP) that helps them prepare for success in a range 
of postsecondary education and career opportunities.  

Career and Postsecondary Plans (CPP) should:
 » Help students explore personal interests and learning styles and their implications for a range of career and postsecondary 
options.

 » Help students identify actions required to successfully access postsecondary options, including making informed choices about 
selecting high school courses and developing personal, social, and work readiness skills that promote success on the job.  CPPs 
should also help each student fi nd opportunities that promote access to postsecondary options, such as college visits and 
internships.

 » Allow school districts, school staff, and parents to assess and monitor student academic progress and participation in work-based 
or experiential learning opportunities.  Schools districts, school staff, and parents should review student progress on at least an 
annual basis.

To achieve this, the Department of Education (MDE) should require all school districts to implement CPPs, with the following parameters:
 » Local school districts should control how transition planning is implemented.  
 » CPPs may be implemented gradually, starting at least by 9th grade, and should be a graduation requirement for the class of 2015.  
Minnesota should set a goal that eventually all students no later than 6th grade have CPPs.

 » CPPs should build off current tools available, including the MDE/Minnesota State College and Universities Career Fields, Clusters 
and Pathways model; the Minnesota Career Information System; and ISEEK and its MnCareers Magazine.   

Planning for 
success
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Spotlight: Derrick Charleston and Minneapolis Public Schools’ My Life Plan
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Recommendation 12: Increasing opportunities for 
students to pursue postsecondary credit while in high 
school 

Traditional PSEO funding arrangements may unintentionally 
limit student access.
Typical funding arrangements can create disincentives for 
offering PSEO programs because high schools lose state funding 
when students participate.  This can make it especially diffi cult for 
poorer school districts to offer PSEO.  In addition, administrative 
costs incurred by the Minnesota Department of Education 
reduce the amount of dollars that can be spent on programming.  
Together, these two realities limit student access to PSEO.  

Credit transfer in Minnesota works well, but it could be 
improved.
The value of a college credit is limited if that credit cannot be 
easily transferred to another institution.  For students who wish 
to carry their PSEO credits to another institution, this can be a 
problem.

The Minnesota State Colleges and Universities (MnSCU) system 
has taken some signifi cant steps to smooth the process of 
transferring credits between institutions.  Minnesota law requires 
that the MnSCU Board of Trustees prioritize credit transfer, and in 
the 1990s MnSCU developed the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum 
— a set of courses that satisfi es general education requirements at 
other MnSCU institutions.  MnSCU has also developed a Bachelor 
of Applied Science (BAS) degree, whereby four-year institutions 
agree to accept credits from related associate’s degrees.  Finally, 
the Degree Audit Reporting System and the Course Applicability 
System have been developed to help students and staff navigate 
credit transfer.

However, the transfer of credits between MnSCU institutions 
could be further improved.  For instance, whether credits transfer 
is not automatic, and an institution may choose not to accept the 
course based on its content or the qualifi cations of the instructor.  
According to a survey by the Offi ce of the Legislative Auditor, 
half of MnSCU college presidents said that MnSCU had not 
developed effective, effi cient mechanisms for credit transfer.131  In 
addition, MnSCU student groups have reported concerns about 
credit transfer, including diffi culty navigating the many different 
agreements that exist between individual institutions.132

More students should be participating in dual enrollment 
programs.
Dual enrollment programs allow high school students to earn 
high school and college credits at the same time, promoting 
career and postsecondary readiness by giving students the 
opportunity to get accustomed to college-level work while still 
in high school.  Moreover, they help students get a jumpstart 
on their postsecondary education without having to pay tuition, 
which has been shown to boost enrollment, persistence, and the 
completion of postsecondary credentials.129  

Too many students who are capable of successfully participating 
in dual enrollment programs do not.  These students need 
greater support so they are prepared to take advantage of 
such programs.  In addition, the impact of dual enrollment 
programs can be expanded by improving how dual enrollment 
— particularly PSEO (see below) — is funded and how college 
credits transfer from institution to institution. 

Minnesota students have a wide array of dual credit 
options.
Dual enrollment programs are prevalent in Minnesota.  In 1985, 
Minnesota initiated the Postsecondary Enrollment Options 
(PSEO) program, which allows 11th and 12th graders to take 
up to four semesters of classes at a postsecondary institution, 
either full- or part-time. PSEO evolved to include concurrent 
enrollment courses, which are offered in high schools and taught 
by high school instructors who are paired with a postsecondary 
mentor.  In recent years, PSEO and concurrent enrollment have 
served roughly 7,500 and 17,500 students each year respectively, 
and nearly 200 students each year have received a high school 
diploma and two-year college degree simultaneously.130  

In addition, Minnesota hosts the Advanced Placement (AP) 
and International Baccalaureate (IB) programs, which offer high 
school courses that can qualify students for college credit upon 
successful completion.  In recent years, 53 percent of Minnesota 
high schools (284 schools) offered AP classes and exams and 
33 schools offered IB programming.  Students who successfully 
complete Career and Technical Education courses are also able to 
earn college credit in high school.

Too many students who are capable of successfully 
participating in dual enrollment programs do not.  
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Recommendation 12
School districts and postsecondary institutions should collaborate to provide increased options for all high school students to earn up 
to two years of postsecondary credit that is transferable to all Minnesota public postsecondary institutions that can lead to jobs earning 
family-sustaining wages.  In particular:

12.1 Dual Credit Funding. The Legislature should examine innovative dual credit funding arrangements that ensure adequate, effi cient, 
and equitable funding and proper incentives for providing dual credit options for all students. 

12.2 Credit Transfer. MnSCU, the University of Minnesota, and the Department of Education should develop MOUs to allow for 
greater credit transfer among all public postsecondary institutions, and to standardize how postsecondary institutions award credits 
(i.e. standardize requirements for receiving credit across all institutions).

12.3 Dual Credit Advisory Board.  Minnesota’s P-20 Education Partnership should create a Dual Credit Advisory Board, as described 
by the Minnesota Department of Education’s College and Career Readiness Policy Institute, to provide oversight and guidance to local 
secondary and postsecondary partners on a wide array of issues, including those outlined above.133  

Spotlight: The CARE Funding Arrangement for PSEO 
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THE CARE FUNDING ARRANGEMENT: CREATING VALUE FOR STUDENTS
Administrative savings are realized by letting school districts handle reimbursements to RCTC.  These 
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FUNDING PSEO: TRADITIONAL MODELS VS. THE CARE ARRANGEMENT 
By cutting administrative costs, the Collaboration Among Rochester Educators (CARE) funding arrangement 
saves money and allows for additional investments in student support programs.

Communities in southeastern 
Minnesota have negotiated 
their own arrangement 
for funding PSEO, known 
as Collaboration Among 
Rochester Educators 
(CARE).  Under the CARE 
arrangement, 13 school 
districts in southeastern 
Minnesota keep their full 
state funding and pay 
Rochester Community and 
Technical College (RCTC) 
directly for any students that 
enroll in PSEO there.  

The Minnesota Department 
of Education does not 
administer the funds or the 
reimbursements to RCTC, 
and this has resulted in $1.6 
million in administrative 
savings over the past seven 
years.  The school districts 
and RCTC each keep 35 
percent of this savings, 
reducing disincentives to 
offer the programming.  
Just as importantly, the 
remaining 30 percent of the 
savings (roughly $500,000 
thus far) has been used to 
fund a summer program 
for students who need 
additional academic support.  
Such a model could be 
replicated elsewhere.
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Recommendation 13: Identifying o� -track students and 
bringing them back on track 
Minnesota’s schools need a way to identify and support 
students who are off-track to career and postsecondary 
readiness.
For students who are off-track to graduation and career and 
postsecondary readiness, it can be all too easy to slip through 
the cracks.  Programs that support students who are behind 
academically often lack a way to identify the most at-risk students, 
limiting their impact and leading to ineffi ciencies.  For example, the 
federal School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Program showed 
discouraging results despite a federal investment of $214 million, in 
large part because the program was unable to accurately identify 
off-track students.134  The capacity to systematically identify those 
students who need extra support must therefore be a fi rst step in 
Minnesota’s strategy to ensure all students graduate high school 
ready for career and postsecondary success.

As a second step, supports and interventions must be developed 
statewide and targeted to meet specifi c student needs once they 
have been identifi ed.  These programs should focus on career and 
postsecondary readiness, including helping all high school students 
to take advantage of dual credit opportunities, regardless of student 
levels of preparation.

By linking the systematic identifi cation of student needs to the 
development and delivery of targeted support services, schools will 
be better equipped to help all students attain success during and 
after high school.

Currently under development, the Minnesota Early Indicator 
Response System can form the foundation of Minnesota’s 
assess-and-support strategy.
Minnesota’s current approaches for measuring K-12 student 
progress do not measure postsecondary readiness systematically.  
Statewide assessments currently measure grade-level profi ciency in 
core academic subjects, and tests that measure particular aspects of 
postsecondary readiness (e.g. SAT, ACT, Accuplacer) are not taken 
universally by Minnesota students.

The Minnesota Early Indicator Response System (MEIRS) is an 
assessment and information system currently under development 
that will allow school districts to comprehensively identify students 

early on who may be off-track to graduation and postsecondary 
readiness. MEIRS will help educators match students with 
interventions that meet their specifi c needs, and it will give educators 
and administrators a better understanding of readiness in individual 
schools, districts, and across the state.

MEIRS is being implemented by the Minnesota Offi ce of Higher 
Education in roughly 130 middle and high schools across the 
state, particularly those with large populations of economically 
disadvantaged students.  MEIRS uses Naviance Succeed online 
counseling software, which is now used by over 230 schools across 
the state to aid in career planning and dropout prevention.  The 
implementation of MEIRS is funded by a College Access Challenge 
Grant from the U.S. Department of Education. 

On Ramp programs can complement assessment systems like 
MEIRS by helping students get back on track.
“On Ramps” are strategies and supports that help students get back 
on track to high school graduation and postsecondary readiness, 
and that allow students to take advantage of dual credit opportu-
nities in high school.  Students who are identifi ed as off-track by 
MEIRS can be matched to the appropriate On Ramps to meet their 
specifi c needs, providing additional support with academic skills 
and broader “college knowledge” including academic and career 
counseling, help with fi nancial aid applications, and college visits.135   
Students should have multiple entry points to On Ramp programs, 
starting in 3rd grade or earlier.

Effective On Ramps are modeled after promising practices iden-
tifi ed by research, and the outcome data they produce is used to 
drive their continuous improvement.  They involve a coordinated 
approach among K-12 and postsecondary educators, business, and 
community organizations.

There are currently no state-level On Ramp programs as defi ned 
above.  There are, however, many local programs that could be 
broadly defi ned as On Ramps.  These include the Preparing to 
Achieve College Education (PACE) programs at Century College 
and Inver Hills Community College, the College in the Schools En-
try Project (eCIS) at the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities, and 
non-profi t programs like Advancement via Individual Determination 
(AVID) and Admission Possible.

Recommendation 13
13.1 Assessments. The Minnesota Department of Education (MDE), in collaboration with representatives from business, school districts, 
and career and technical education, should develop and implement assessments for demonstrating college and career readiness 
skills and outcomes, including the Minnesota Early Indicator Response System (MEIRS).  MDE should require all districts to use such 
assessment systems to identify students who may be off-track for graduation and career and postsecondary readiness and to inform 
supports and interventions that meet student needs.

13.2 Supports and Interventions.  The Minnesota Department of Education should require school districts and/or postsecondary 
institutions to develop appropriate supports and provide plans indicating how they will institute supports for students identifi ed 
through systems like MEIRS and Career and Postsecondary Plans.  Supports and interventions should be focused to help ALL students 
(including but not limited to at-risk, underrepresented, economically disadvantaged, and fi rst generation college students) prepare for, 
understand, and take advantage of a variety of dual credit opportunities.  Supports and interventions may include tutoring, summer 
bridge programs, AVID (Advancement Via Individual Determination), distance learning, mentoring, work-based learning, experiential 
learning, or collaboration among school districts and postsecondary institutions to align curricula and expectations.
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Recommendation 14: Further aligning state academic 
standards and teacher preparation with real-world learning 

Recommendation 14
At the state and local levels, academic standards and classroom instruction should be integrated with relevant, work-based applications 
that promote college and career readiness.    

14.1 Academic Standards. The Minnesota Department of Education, in collaboration with representatives from business, school 
districts, and career and technical education, should embed requirements that link classroom learning to real-world applications into 
state academic standards.  At the same time, school districts should work with local businesses and community organizations to 
provide opportunities for students and teachers to meet the updated state standards through real world applications.

14.2 Teachers in the Workplace. The state should require teachers seeking licensure or re-licensure to participate in workplace-related 
experiences that inform and enhance their curriculum and instruction practices.  These workplace experiences should count toward 
re-licensure requirements by earning teachers Continuing Education Units (CEUs).

Spotlight: Central Lakes Educator in the Workplace 
Summer Institute

The Educator in the Workplace Summer Institute helps 
teachers align their curricula to the needs of local businesses 
by giving teachers an opportunity to meet with employers in 
the area.  Started in 1999, the program is run by Pat Swarthout, 
a faculty member at Central Lakes College in Brainerd.  The 
program has served roughly 120 teachers from 22 districts in 
the Brainerd-Lakes region since its inception.  Teachers come 
from a wide array of fi elds, from math to social studies to 
business education.  

According to one teacher, “[the program helped me] gain 
insight into the needs of local businesses and how I can better 
prepare my students to fi t those needs.  I want to be sure that 
I am aligning my assignments to realistic, current, job-related 
expectations.”

For two days in mid-June, teachers tour a handful of local 
businesses in a variety of industries.  The teachers choose 
which businesses they will visit and provide a description of 
what they hope to learn beforehand.  This helps the businesses 
plan their tours and explain their workforce needs.  After the 
tours, each teacher writes a paper refl ecting on what they 
learned and describing ways they plan to use the experience to 
improve their classroom instruction.  Teachers who successfully 
complete the program receive Continuing Education Credits 
(CEUs), which contribute to their re-licensure requirements.

Area businesses have embraced the program.  They appreciate 
the chance to help build a connection between their workplace 
needs and what students learn in the classroom.  

The program is supported by local Perkins Act funds that are 
allocated by the area’s Perkins Consortium.  This funding has 
become more restrictive, limiting the number of teachers who 
can take advantage of the program.  In response, the program 
is looking for ways to work with the Brainerd Lakes Chamber of 
Commerce to self-fund the program, with a goal to reach more 
teachers, including those teaching grades K-8.  

Connecting the classroom to the real world improves student 
outcomes and strengthens our workforce.
As many parents and teachers know, students like to ask the question, 
“Why do I need to learn this?”  This question hints at a troubling reality: a 
perceived lack of relevance contributes to boredom and disengagement 
in the classroom.  This, in turn, leads to reduced student achievement and 
an increased likelihood that a student will drop out of school.  

In a national survey of dropouts, more than half said they left school 
because they did not see the relevance of their classes and were therefore 
unmotivated to learn.  Another national survey reported that students are 
often bored in class and looking for school work that connects to what 
they want to do after high school: “We should be able to take classes that 
would actually help us in what we want our career to be.”136  Research also 
suggests that increased student engagement is linked with higher levels 
of student persistence and achievement.137

Teachers should ensure that their curricula are relevant, and Minnesota 
should give them the tools and guidelines to encourage it.  Doing so will 
increase engagement and interest in learning, producing more graduates 
who can apply what they have learned on the job.

Minnesota has taken some steps to make curricula and instruction 
more relevant, but more should be done.
Broadly speaking, building direct connections between the classroom 
and the real world involve two strategies: updating learning expectations 
and changing how content is taught in the classroom.  In both areas, 
Minnesota has taken some initial steps.  

To strengthen learning expectations, the Minnesota Legislature required 
in 2006 that state academic standards in all subject areas be revised to 
refl ect “college readiness and advanced work.”138  To infl uence classroom 
instruction, a number of localities, including Brainerd (see inset), 
Mankato, and Rochester, have developed voluntary programs that offer 
teachers workplace-related experiences.  These programs give teachers 
the opportunity to spend time at a workplace related to their fi eld of 
instruction in order to better understand how academic content is used 
on the job and how to better align their course content to relevant, real-
world applications.

Updating and improving state standards and linking teachers to the 
workplace are both promising ways to make K-12 education more 
relevant, and both strategies should be built upon statewide.
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Recommendation 15: Encouraging schools to take 
innovative, comprehensive approaches to preparing students 

A “21st Century School” — one that uses comprehensive, 
innovative approaches that contribute to the postsecondary and 
career readiness of all students — may marshal a combination of 
the following strategies:

 » Signifi cant collaboration with local businesses and 
community organizations to provide students with 
experiential learning opportunities

 » Signifi cant collaboration with postsecondary institutions 
to ensure the alignment of secondary and postsecondary 
expectations and curricula

 » Flexible scheduling and funding models
 » Use of assessments to demonstrate student college and 
career readiness skills and outcomes and to identify students 
who are not on track for readiness 

 » “On Ramp” supports to help all students achieve readiness 
 » Opportunities for all high school students to earn up to two 
years of postsecondary credit

 » Curricula that integrate relevant, real-world applications and 
experiences

 » Career and Postsecondary Plans for all students 
 » Professional development that promotes continual 
improvement of instruction and helps teachers link 
instructional practices to the world of work

 » Integration of technology into the classroom to expose 
students to the world around them and to facilitate student 
learning with and about technology

 » Leveraging fi nancial and non-fi nancial support of local 
community partners

To incentivize the local development of comprehensive strategies 
to prepare students for success in careers and postsecondary 
studies, Minnesota should develop a “21st Century Schools” 
program that awards schools undertaking most or all of the 
strategies outlined above.

Similar incentive programs have been successful in Minnesota.  
For example, the “Star City” program, which encouraged cities to 
complete 11 important economic development tasks — including 
developing a fi ve-year plan and creating a local development 
corporation — produced 200 “Star Cities” around the state.  
Such programs spur collaborative action, build pride for locally-
developed solutions, and are low-cost.

Minnesota should support and recognize schools that use 
holistic strategies to prepare students for success after high 
school.
While individual strategies may prove successful in helping all 
students prepare for career and postsecondary success, schools 
and districts that combine multiple complementary strategies 
are more likely to achieve deep, sustained results.  

Recommendation 15
The Minnesota Department of Education (MDE) should create a “21st Century” designation for K-12 schools that take comprehensive 
and innovative approaches to preparing their students for college and careers.  MDE should work with partners in business, workforce 
development, postsecondary education, and K-12 to develop the requirements for the “21st Century” designation.  MDE should award 
“21st Century” status to districts and schools that develop and implement comprehensive plans that meet the established requirements.  
Awardees and their home cities should be provided with plaques, banners, and road signs to publicize their accomplishments.  The 
designation could also be printed on student diplomas.
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40 All Hands on Deck

Minnesota faces a growing skills gap.
Just seven years from now, 70 percent of Minnesota jobs will require education beyond high school.1 Yet today, only 40 percent of working-age 
adults in Minnesota have a postsecondary degree.2 Furthermore, education levels among American workers are expected to decline in coming 
years — a virtually unprecedented trend.3  

Four Recommendations to Increase Credential Attainment Among Adults

Our state’s economic competitiveness is at stake.
The skills gap limits opportunities for businesses and individuals, 
stunting economic growth. A large percentage of businesses report 
moderate or serious skills shortages — including almost two-thirds 
of bioscience companies and nearly half of all energy fi rms.4 Under-
skilled Minnesotans are fi nding it increasingly diffi cult to fi nd jobs that 
pay family-sustaining wages and offer advancement opportunities.

Closing the skills gap will put people back to work and 
help businesses thrive. 
Nearly 4 million Americans could go back to work if they had the 
right training. Closing the skills gap would put these individuals to 
work, reducing the national unemployment rate by an estimated 2.5 
percent.5 Recent national polls show that Americans rank closing the 
skills gap as the nation’s number one economic priority.6

To close the gap, we must focus on Minnesota’s current 
workforce.
Sixty percent of Minnesota’s labor force lacks education beyond high 
school — representing 1.2 million working adults. Further training and 
educating today’s workers is essential to our long-term growth, since 
this group will still make up over two-thirds of the state’s workforce in 
2035.7
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Closing the skills gap

WORKING LEARNERS IN MINNESOTA
Among individuals 18 to 64 years old, six in ten lack a postsecondary degree.

251,210
Have no high school diploma. 

892,744
Have a high school diploma but have 
not entered college. 

832,371
Have completed some college but no 
degree.

1,304,740
Have a postsecondary degree.

60%

Source: American Community Survey 2008, U.S. Census Bureau. 
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For more information on these recommendations, see the GWDC’s 2011 Policy Advisory, 
All Hands on Deck: Sixteen Ideas for Strengthening Minnesota’s Workforce, available at www.gwdc.org
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EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT 
40% of Minnesota adults age 18-64 
hold a postsecondary degree.

EDUCATION LEVELS EXPECTED TO FALL 
Across the nation, average education 

levels are projected to decline.

GROWING DEMAND FOR SKILLS
By 2018, 70 percent of Minnesota jobs will 

require some education beyond high school.

Sources: American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau; Help Wanted, Georgetown 
University Center on Education and the Workforce; National Center for Higher Education 
Management Systems. Trendlines beyond 2008 are based on single-point-in-time estimates. 
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Minnesota faces a growing skills gap due to increasing 
educational demand among employers and projected 
declines in education levels.  
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Increasing postsecondary credential attainment in high-
demand � elds should be a statewide goal.
Employers value credentials. Studies show that earning a 
postsecondary credential leads to signifi cantly increased wages and 
job opportunities.8 To ensure that businesses can fi nd the highly-
skilled workers they need, we need to increase the attainment of 
postsecondary credentials in high-demand fi elds. 

Our workforce needs education and training that works 
for them.
Going back to school can be a challenge, especially for those who are 
working or raising a family. For those who lack basic skills, the uphill 
climb can be even more challenging. Working learners need fl exibility, 
support, and guidance to successfully complete their education, along 
with courses that emphasize relevant on-the-job skills.9

� e challenges we face require a renewed focus on 
cultivating our most precious asset — our people.  
Minnesota has long recognized that shared prosperity rests in the 
quality of its workforce. The state’s leaders must come together to set 
a bold vision to meet the call of tomorrow’s economy.
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Four Recommendations for Creating Work Options for Aging Workers

Minnesota faces a growing skills gap.
Just seven years from now, 70 percent of Minnesota jobs will require education beyond high school.1 Yet today, only 40 percent of working-age 
adults in Minnesota have a postsecondary degree.2 Furthermore, education levels among American workers are expected to decline in coming 
years — a virtually unprecedented trend.3  
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EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT 
40% of Minnesota adults age 18-64 
hold a postsecondary degree.

EDUCATION LEVELS EXPECTED TO FALL 
Across the nation, average education 

levels are projected to decline.

GROWING DEMAND FOR SKILLS
By 2018, 70 percent of Minnesota jobs will 

require some education beyond high school.

Sources: American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau; Help Wanted, Georgetown 
University Center on Education and the Workforce; National Center for Higher Education 
Management Systems. Trendlines beyond 2008 are based on single-point-in-time estimates. 
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DWINDLING LABOR FORCE GROWTH
Slowing labor force growth in Minnesota means that economic growth will rely 
increasingly on productivity gains.  Education and training are key contributors to 
increased productivity.
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For more information on these recommendations, see the GWDC’s 2011 Policy Advisory,  
All Hands on Deck: Sixteen Ideas for Strengthening Minnesota’s Workforce, available at www.gwdc.org

Our state’s economic competitiveness is at stake.
The skills gap limits opportunities for businesses and individuals, 
stunting economic growth. A large percentage of businesses report 
moderate or serious skills shortages — including almost two-thirds 
of bioscience companies and nearly half of all energy firms.4  Under-
skilled Minnesotans are finding it increasingly difficult to find jobs that 
pay family-sustaining wages and offer advancement opportunities. 

Closing the skills gap will put people back to work and 
help businesses thrive. 
Nearly 4 million Americans could go back to work if they had the 
right training. Closing the skills gap would put these individuals to 
work, reducing the national unemployment rate by an estimated 2.5 
percent.5 Recent national polls show that Americans rank closing the 
skills gap as the nation’s number one economic priority.6

To close the skills gap, we must build and retain the skills 
of aging workers.
In 2011, the older edge of the baby boomer generation will hit 
age 65. Since the highly-educated baby boomers make up roughly 
one-quarter of Minnesota’s population, their retirement will mean a 
shortage of workers in coming decades, especially in higher-skilled 
occupations.7 Accordingly, it is increasingly vital for Minnesota to build 
and retain the skills of aging workers.

Aging workers have many reasons to remain employed.
Keeping aging workers engaged in work will benefit Minnesota’s 
economy, but it will also be a benefit to aging workers themselves.  
From helping to rebuild retirement savings to maintaining meaningful 
relationships and a sense of purpose, work helps aging individuals 
attain higher levels of satisfaction in life.8  

Aging workers face barriers to employment.
Despite the growing need to build and retain the skills of our aging 
workforce, most employers lack specific strategies for supporting 
these individuals. Many aging workers would benefit from more 
flexibility in the workplace or from increased opportunities to gain 
new skills and find new options for work.

The challenges we face require a renewed focus on 
cultivating our most precious asset — our people.  
Minnesota has long recognized that shared prosperity rests in the 
quality of its workforce. The state’s leaders must come together to set 
a bold vision to meet the call of tomorrow’s economy.
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EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT 
40% of Minnesota adults age 18-64 
hold a postsecondary degree.

EDUCATION LEVELS EXPECTED TO FALL 
Across the nation, average education 

levels are projected to decline.

GROWING DEMAND FOR SKILLS
By 2018, 70 percent of Minnesota jobs will 

require some education beyond high school.

Sources: American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau; Help Wanted, Georgetown 
University Center on Education and the Workforce; National Center for Higher Education 
Management Systems. Trendlines beyond 2008 are based on single-point-in-time estimates. 
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EDUCATION CREATES JOBS AND FUELS ECONOMIC GROWTH
By leading to higher wages, increased productivity, and less reliance on public 
assistance, education contributes significantly to our shared prosperity.  Many studies 
show how much we have to gain from improving education in Minnesota.   

...$86 MILLION in increased earnings

...$57 MILLION in increased spending

...$14 MILLION in increased tax revenues

...650 NEW JOBS 

CUTTING THE HIGH SCHOOL 
DROPOUT RATE BY HALF
in the Twin Cities metro area for 
just one year would lead to...

Sources: Economic Benefits of Halving the Dropout Rate and Paying Double: Inadequate High Schools 
and Community College Remediation, Alliance for Excellent Education; Levin, H., et al., The Costs and 
Benefits of an Excellent Education for All of America’s Children. Teachers College, Columbia University; 
Investment in Education: Private and Public Returns, Joint Economic Committee Study, U.S. Congress.

...$40,500 in public health savings

...$26,600 in criminal justice savings

...$3,000 in decreased welfare costs

PREVENTING ONE STUDENT
FROM DROPPING OUT
would result in an average 
lifetime savings of...

...$49 MILLION in direct savings to 
public colleges and universities

...$40 MILLION in increased student 
earnings

ELIMINATING THE NEED FOR 
REMEDIAL EDUCATION 
among new college students for 
one year would result in...

...10 TO 25 PERCENT of overall 
economic growth

ADVANCES IN EDUCATIONAL 
ATTAINMENT
account for...

Five Recommendations to Ensure All Students Graduate Ready for Success
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For more information on these recommendations, see the GWDC’s 2011 Policy Advisory, 
All Hands on Deck: Sixteen Ideas for Strengthening Minnesota’s Workforce, available at www.gwdc.org

Minnesota faces a growing skills gap.
Just seven years from now, 70 percent of Minnesota jobs will require 
education beyond high school.1 Yet today, only 40 percent of working-
age adults in Minnesota have a postsecondary degree.2 Furthermore, 
education levels among American workers are expected to decline in 
coming years — a virtually unprecedented trend.3  

Our state’s economic competitiveness is at stake.
The skills gap limits opportunities for businesses and individuals, 
stunting economic growth. A large percentage of businesses report 
moderate or serious skills shortages — including almost two-thirds 
of bioscience companies and nearly half of all energy firms.4  Under-
skilled Minnesotans are finding it increasingly difficult to find jobs that 
pay family-sustaining wages and offer advancement opportunities.

Closing the skills gap will put people back to work and 
help businesses thrive. 
Closing the skills gap would better connect employers and workers, 
reducing the national unemployment rate by 2.5 percent.5 More 
generally, educational advances account for 10 to 25 percent of 
economic growth, and regions with higher levels of education have 
more productivity growth and higher incomes.6 Recent national polls 
show that Americans rank closing the skills gap as the nation’s number 
one economic priority.7    

To close the gap, all students should graduate high school 
ready for career and postsecondary success.
A high school diploma no longer guarantees a well-paying career and 
upward mobility.8 As the workers of tomorrow, today’s students must 
graduate prepared for careers and postsecondary education options 
that require advanced skills. We must ensure that K-12 education is 
demanding, engaging, and relevant to life after high school. 

Minnesota’s achievement gap must be closed.
Many students in Minnesota do not graduate ready for postsecondary 
success, and the achievement gap exacerbates the problem. While 31 
percent of ACT test-takers in Minnesota meet the college-readiness 
benchmarks set by ACT, only five percent of African American students 
and 17 percent of Hispanic students meet this threshold.  High school 
graduation rates for African American and Hispanic students are 
roughly half of those for white students.9 Our state simply cannot 
afford to leave these students behind.

The challenges we face require a renewed focus on 
cultivating our most precious asset — our people.  
Minnesota has long recognized that shared prosperity rests in the 
quality of its workforce. The state’s leaders must come together to set 
a bold vision to meet the call of tomorrow’s economy.
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Recommendations to Expand Work Opportunities for People with Disabilities

Our state’s economic competitiveness is at stake.
The skills gap limits opportunities for businesses and individuals, 
stunting economic growth. A large percentage of businesses report 
moderate or serious skills shortages — including almost two-thirds 
of bioscience companies and nearly half of all energy fi rms.4  Under-
skilled Minnesotans are fi nding it increasingly diffi cult to fi nd jobs that 
pay family-sustaining wages and offer advancement opportunities. 

Closing the skills gap will put people back to work and 
help businesses thrive. 
Nearly 4 million Americans could go back to work if they had the 
right training. Closing the skills gap would put these individuals to 
work, reducing the national unemployment rate by an estimated 2.5 
percent.5 Recent national polls show that Americans rank closing the 
skills gap as the nation’s number one economic priority.6

To close the gap, we must engage the talents and abilities 
of Minnesotans with disabilities. 
To help ensure that businesses can fi nd the highly-skilled workers 
they need, we must expand work opportunities for the one-in-six 
Minnesotans that have a disability. This diverse group has a lot of 
talent to offer: in a survey of Minnesota employers in 2005, employers 
of individuals with disabilities rated those employees equal to or 
higher than their other employees in similar positions in nearly all 
areas of performance.7  
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EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT 
40% of Minnesota adults age 18-64 
hold a postsecondary degree.

EDUCATION LEVELS EXPECTED TO FALL 
Across the nation, average education 

levels are projected to decline.

GROWING DEMAND FOR SKILLS
By 2018, 70 percent of Minnesota jobs will 

require some education beyond high school.

Sources: American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau; Help Wanted, Georgetown 
University Center on Education and the Workforce; National Center for Higher Education 
Management Systems. Trendlines beyond 2008 are based on single-point-in-time estimates. 
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Minnesota faces a growing skills gap.
Just seven years from now, 70 percent of Minnesota jobs will require education beyond high school.1 Yet today, only 40 percent of working-age 
adults in Minnesota have a postsecondary degree.2 Furthermore, education levels among American workers are expected to decline in coming 
years — a virtually unprecedented trend.3  
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UNEMPLOYMENT HAS INCREASED MORE FOR PEOPLE WITH 
DISABILITIES
From April 2009 to April 2010, the number of unemployed people grew by a 
significantly larger percentage for people with disabilities compared to those without.  

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Table A-6; data are for entire U.S.
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For more information on these recommendations, see the GWDC’s 2011 Policy Advisory, 
All Hands on Deck: Sixteen Ideas for Strengthening Minnesota’s Workforce, available at www.gwdc.org

� e talents and abilities of people with disabilities remain 
underutilized.
Nationally, the unemployment rate for people with disabilities stands 
at 14.8 percent, while the rate for those without a disability is nine 
percent.8 Importantly, these statistics do not refl ect the reality that 
many people with disabilities would like to work but do not actively 
seek employment due to the barriers they face. 

Employment has much to o� er people with disabilities.
The opportunity to work helps people with disabilities truly become 
a part of their community, helping them to build relationships and 
contribute their talents. By working, individuals gain dignity, self-
reliance, and economic independence, thereby reducing dependence 
on public assistance and changing public perceptions about disability.  

� e challenges we face require a renewed focus on 
cultivating our most precious asset — our people.  
Minnesota has long recognized that shared prosperity rests in the 
quality of its workforce. The state’s leaders must come together to set 
a bold vision to meet the call of tomorrow’s economy.

Increasing Credential Attainment for Adults
To close the skills gap, we must focus on Minnesota’s current workforce.  Recommendations 
include:

 » Expanding the FastTRAC Initiative

 » Setting a statewide credential attainment goal

 » Aligning state data systems

 » Reducing cost barriers through opportunity grants

Creating Work and Lifetime Learning Options for Aging Workers

Building and retaining the skills of aging workers is key to sustaining economic growth.  
Recommendations include:

 » Ensuring Minnesota’s workforce development system can address the needs of aging 
workers

 » Developing a state plan to extend the work life of aging Minnesotans

 » Establishing Lifelong Learning Accounts

 » Supporting entrepreneurship and small business development among aging workers

Expanding Work Opportunities for Minnesotans with Disabilities

The talents and abilities of Minnesotans with disabilities should be fully engaged.  
Recommendations include:

 » Establishing the State of Minnesota as a model employer of people with disabilities

 » Ensuring WorkForce Centers and their services are accessible and usable for all 
Minnesotans

Ensuring All High School Graduates are Ready for Success

Preparing all students for career and postsecondary success will ensure inclusive prosperity 
for future generations.  Recommendations include:

 » Helping students navigate their future through career and postsecondary planning

 » Increasing dual credit opportunities

 » Assessing and supporting students not on-track to career and postsecondary readiness

 » Aligning academic standards and teacher preparation with real-world learning

 » Recognizing and encouraging “21st Century Schools”

All Hands on Deck One-Pagers
Download convenient one-page briefs on each section of All Hands on Deck including recommendations and key facts at 
www.gwdc.org/publications

Additional Resources
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Legislative Tracker and the Implementation of All Hands on Deck
Track workforce-related legislation, follow progress on implementing GWDC 
recommendations, and learn more about how you can get involved at 
www.gwdc.org/action 

Mind the Gap: An Online Tour of Minnesota’s Skills Gap
Learn more about Minnesota’s skills gap, its causes, and implications in a quick graphical 
tour at www.gwdc.org/skills_gap

A Guide to the GWDC and Minnesota’s Workforce System
Our online guide can help you learn more about the GWDC, its partners, and Minnesota’s 
workforce development system.  Available at www.gwdc.org/orientation_guide

Your source for policy that works
gwdc.org



Your source for policy that works
gwdc.org

Return on Investment Initiative
In order to help Minnesota achieve more with its limited resources, 
the GWDC is developing a comprehensive return-on-investment 
system that will help the state make smarter investments in workforce 
training and education.

Minnesota State Energy Sector Partnership
A three-year, six million dollar United States Department of Labor 
grant to provide training and job placement in the energy-effi cient 
building, construction, and retrofi t industries; the renewable electric 
power industry; and the bio-fuels industry.

Skills@Work
Skills@Work is a statewide campaign to address Minnesota’s growing 
skill needs, launched in 2011 by the GWDC and Greater Twin Cities 
United Way.  Skills@Work is engaging stakeholders around the state. 
Learn more at www.skillsatwork.org.

About the Governor’s Workforce Development Council
The Governor’s Workforce Development Council works to strengthen the skills of 
Minnesota’s workforce.  Made up of leaders from business, education, labor, community 
organizations, and state and local governments, the GWDC forges practical solutions to 
Minnesota’s workforce challenges and provides leadership on projects that are of strategic 
importance to the state.

The GWDC is Minnesota’s state Workforce Investment Board, mandated by Section 111 of 
the federal Workforce Investment Act of 1998 and further defi ned by Minnesota Statutes 
§166L.665. 

The GWDC is currently leading a number of initiatives to strengthen Minnesota’s 
workforce:
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